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A Defense of Dickens
EUGENE C. GERLACH, 712.
O study Dickens is interesting, not so much because he pictures
so many types of characters for us, but rather because Dickens
is so interesting in his complexity. Dickens is one person to
oe
the casual reader; an entirely different person to the critical
reader who looks deeper than the dead letter. In recent
years there have been many critical works published in the noble purpose
of explaining Dickens, and because of the old adage, “where the masters
disagree the scholars are free,” the modern student is liable to take liberties
with interpretations of the works of Dickens that merely add to the number
of the critics that. differ so widely and so radically on essential points in
the life and writings of this great English novelist. For the student who
has the time, we would suggest that only recognized critics be read and
read again after perusing the particular work of Dickens that is being
studied.
There is a mission in every work. There is a good that will follow in
noting the faults of Dickens, and there is a good coming from looking for

the qualities that have made Dickens the great novelist he is.

And there

is no better way to see the beauty of Dickens than by leaving out the defects,

no better way to make known in this article the good things in Dickens than
to follow the advice for the making of good coffee—“put some in.”
“In the average Dickens book, every part is so amusing and so alive that

you can read the parts backwards; you can read the quarrel first and then
the cause of the quarrel; you can fall in love with a woman in the tenth

chapter and then turn back to the first chapter to find out who she is.”
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What lavish praise is in these words! And still the praise is just as any
serious reader of Dickens will readily admit.
As one writer says, Dickens chose “old and established topics” to air his
humor.” Modern critics may say he is not- original, but what really is

originality? All poets write about Spring and still they are original. The
trouble is, we do not “sufficiently realize that what is true of the classic ode

is true of the classic joke.” The genius of Dickens kept him from degenerating into low farce, whether he referred to Mr. Pickwick, proud of his
fat legs, or to the old, old unfortunate happening of sitting on one’s hat.
Apretty literary parallel came to our notice recently. God said “Let there
be light” and there was light. And yet, later on, only, He created the

luminous bodies.

“Pickwick,” writes the originator of this parallel, “is in

Dickens’s career the mere mass of light before the creation of the sun or
moon. It is the splendid, shapeless substance of which all his stars were
ultimately made.” Gilbert Keith Chesterton says of Pickwick as a lump
of coal is a sample of coal, so “Pickwick is simply a lump of Dickens. His
lump of coal set the Thames on fire.”
“Nicholas Nickleby” followed “Pickwick.” This work was the result of
Dickens’s “resolution to be a great novelist and his final belief that he
could be one.” It has been remarked that nearly every one of the amusing

characters in the words of Dickens is a fool, and that “the very people

we fly to in Dickens, we fly from in life;” that Dickens was the voice of
the unsuccessful who failed to make good in this world, because “he was
the only one of these unsuccessful men that was ever successful.”
“Oliver Twist” is Smollet and Goldsmith and the original in Dickens,
blended into one harmonious whole.
The depression that is apparent
throughout the work is offered by his admirers as evidence of Dickens’s
honesty. “Without one discordant note,” writes one, “all his merriment
might seem like levity.” Shakespeare was wont to inject comic scenes
into tragedy to relieve the strain; Dickens went further, for he poured
tragic scenes into comedy, making Oliver Twist as a “nightmare, really
admirable.” In “Oliver Twist,” Dickens attacked things that needed reform
and needed them badly. Others, with good intentions, created other evils

in their effort to raise up the lowly, and one of these things they created

was the “workhouse.”

Dickens encountered the old evils and this new evil,

the “workhouse,” and “when Dickens came out to fight, it was the first
thing that he broke with his battle-axe.”

“Old Curiosity Shop” is the first step in the life of Dickens where there
is evidence of “the sanguine and expectant spirit which is the essential
of the man’s genius.” In this work there is much to say in defense of
Dickens, far it is in the death of Little Nell that Dickens has received
much unjust criticism; it is in this work of “Old Curiosity Shop” that

“Dickens pathos as- pathos” is said to be bad.

Dickens had an “artistic
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idea,” and he endeavored to work it up to a climax as in a drama, and “all
the good powers and personalities in the story” are used in the melodramatic
effort to save the child. Dickens met with the success his literary genius

desired—that of a climax in the tragic. If we persist in considering the
death of Little Nell as pathetic, then Dickens failed and failed ignobly..

“Barnaby Rudge” followed “The Old Curiosity Shop,” and there is
evidence of hurry caused by the demands of publishers. Well has it ‘been

expressed in these words: “unreasonable publishers asked him to write

ten novels at once; but he wanted to write twenty novels at once.” “Barn- aby Rudge” has been analyzed as a romantic, historical novel, with the
desien of Scott and the fulfillment of Harrison Ainsworth. It is in this
work that Dickens essayed to enter the realm of the picturesque. We read
so much of the humor of Dickens, his love of the grotesque, and we scarcely
know whether we should believe any more apparently incongruous things
about this genius. Dickens was in the period of transition. Not to change,
not to improve, would be to go back. The greater the change, provided it is
sane and literary, necessarily meant the greater strides of genius. In
“Barnaby Rudge,” we find Dickens painting pictures with a “pure love of
the picturesque.” He seemed not intent to create laughter, he appeared

to have forgotten his theatrical staging to bring out the applause of an

audience, but busied himself in Barnaby Rudge’s oddities to represent pure
grotesque, “to make a certain kind of Gothic sketch.”
Dickens was ever anxious to see America. He did see America, and
“Martin Chuzzlewit” was the result. Here is where Dickens has come in
for much criticism and much blame, so it is unnecessary for us to blame
him further, but rather to see where Dickens is worthy of praise, or at
least excusable, Different explanations to this end are given. Dickens
felt America to be as a colony of England, and many Americans regarded
England as our rejected mother country. “This being the case,” writes
one critic, “it was possible for us to quarrel like kinsmen. Now we only

bow and smile like strangers.” Dickens had a fatherly interest in America,

and was plainly worried over it, for as many believe, he had faith in
America as the future democracy. If we but consider Dickens as satirizing fads, not characters, we will feel more friendly to Dickens. It is
well known that Dickens could not take a middle course; if he disagreed

completely with individuals, “he cast them out, or forgot them; or if he
could not forget them he caricatured them.”

Dickens admired America,

and the reason he is so clever in “Martin Chuzzlewit” is because “Dickens
is always at his best when he is laughing at the people whom he really
admires.”
It would be interesting to follow up Dickens in his life as he wrote
one work after the other, all to remain immortal. But the task would be
a long one. Dickens’s name was in every mouth in England, and when he
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visited Ahmerica he found he was no stranger. His “readings” were
well received, and his American tour netted him a handsome sum of money.

His last lecturing tour in America proved to be too much a drain on

his strength. The “public wanted to hear him, and when Dickens could
get his voice clear, he lectured no matter how poorly he felt. Before he
diedin 1870, Dickens had left for mankind a number of masterly novels,
the product of a life time well spent.
Dickens was an optimist because he suffered in his early days. His
optimism made him endeavor through his works to right wrongs in the
nation’s life. The workhouse, the “public executions, and the court of

Chancery were all altered because Dickens was a useful and practical opti-

mist.
Immortal minds re not fade away, and with this truthin view, Dickens

will have a permanent placein literature. Whether Dickens, Thacker:ay, and

George Eliot, or
leading novelists
the Beat literary
stand alone—the

Dickens, Thackeray, and Charlotte Bronté are our three
may be a question, but it is the consensus of opinion of
minds of to-day, that as the years roll on, Dickens will
survival of the fittest:

S055 moc?

1

Dickens's Use of the Word Gentleman aS

J@)

Joun F. Dinton, 713.

F first impressions were considered sufficient for final judgment,
Charles Dickens would be found guilty of being totally ignorant
of the real significance of the term gentleman. The reader picking his way for the first time through one of Dickens’ lengthy

works, is soon struck with the frequent repetition of the term

gentleman. He: reads of “tall gentlemen,” “a red faced gentleman,” “a
mottle-faced gentleman,” “a genteel gentleman,” until he sighs and betas
to wonder if the author was aware of the real significance of the word. As
he progresses through the various works of this great novelist, heis shocked
at the grostesque “gentlemen” that are conjured before him, startled at the
unusual contrast between the real gentlemen as he knows them, and the
variety of strange characters pictured here, and he finds himself doubting
if Dickens was able to picture real characters.
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A thorough investigation of the subject will reveal the fact, that not

only was Dickens aware of the real meaning of the word gentleman, but

he pictured real characters; furthermore, there was method in his use of
this term, gentleman, and the primary end was humor.

Charles Dickens lived in what might be termed a transition period.

It

was at this time that greater opportunities for higher education began
to present themselves to the youth of England. Thus the humbler class
for the first time in centuries began to hope, plan, and dream of great
futures for their children. They perceived in the increased educational
opportunity the means of elevating their offspring to a higher social level.
There is no denying that the English laborer did not occupy the position to
which he was entitled. For many long discouraging years he had been
artificially degraded in order that he might be kept in lowly circumstances.
The idea had long been inculcated into his mind that the greatest virtue
which he could cultivate, was a reverence for nobility, to bow in adoration
before the aristocrats, hence, it is not to be wondered at that when the blood
was sent tingling through the veins by the-great opportunities which opened

out before him, that his pride should rise and find expression in the salu-

tations “ladies” and “gentlemen” which he began to apply to his children.
This was but the natural outgrowth of a democratic reform movement.
This leveling movement was perceived by the aristocrats, as well as by'the
leading writers of the times. The Saturday Review, speaking editorially
in the year, 1859, says “without the expenditure of a penny and a mere
twist of the tongue, they place themselves on an equality with the proudest
aristocracy. Further on we note these significant lines: “the mob has been
so successful in seizing on the term which they begrudged their betters, that
it has come to be considered as appropriate only to persons of a very low
station.” It is inconceivable that the Saturday Review would make such a
strong statement if the times and conditions did not justify it. This proves
that the term “gentleman” had fallen into indiscriminate use; that servants
had fallen into the habit of aping their masters, and that Dickens was
:
justified in employing the term frequently.
If the condition of affairs above referred to existed, it is impossible to

believe that Charles Dickens was unaware of them, for we have proof that

he was a keen observer. In volume fifty-nine of the Living Age we find
a criticism, of Charles Dickens, in which occurs this significant passage,
“Dickens’s pictures of London are as true to life as if he had been sent to

London as a special correspondent for posterity.” Further we learn that he
was a close observer, that a trip through the streets of London by him,
could be followed by a most minute description of all that was in the

square. So it is plain that Dickens’s “gentlemen” characters are true to life,
though they were not universal. But there is no doubt that Dickens was
disgusted with the vast hordes of “gentlemen” that infested London at that
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time, and he seems to have taken rare delight in picturing them. He holds
the sham up to our gaze and we are amused at the contrast that must always
exist between the real and the unreal.
The more we read his works, the more impressed we are with the fact

that there was method in his employment of this term. He lived by his pen,
hence it was his aim to, produce works that would bring him a profitable
revenue, and he seems to have early conceived the plan of presenting to the
public gaze the ludicrous figures of the age. And surely there was to be
found no more amusing figure than these would-be gentlemen who thrived
in his age. Usually they are distinguished by some peculiar characteristic

of dress or bodily appearance. It may be “a stout gentleman whose legs
and body looked like half a gigantic roll of flannel elevated on a couple of

inflated pillow cases”; again it is a “tall gentleman, dress coat, long legs,
thin body, etc.,” or perhaps it is a “gentleman with glazed, fishy eyes, and
only one button on his waistcoat, etc.”
Just as his subjects clash with the real gentleman, as we know him in
dress and general appearances, so do they vary in their general habits of

culture. Instead of finding “one who never inflicts pain” we are confronted
with a besotted “gentleman,” cruel to his own, and a source of pain to all
those who come in contact with him.

We find his “gentlemen” in jails,

on the street corners, in the ale houses; or if we enter a fifth rate music

hall, we meet with “a professional gentleman, with a bluish nose, with his
face tied up for the benefit of his toothache,” verily his gentlemen abound
everywhere, in all strata of society.
His creation of Mr. Pickwick shows that he had a true conception of the
gentleman, for Mr. Pickwick is always a gentleman. To prove that his
art did not cease with the delineation of the characters of the real and the

sham, he gives us the happy medium—the complacent gentleman, for in

“A Bleak House” we find “four angels of Queen Anne’s reign taking a

complacent gentleman to heaven in festoons,” and the term is not used
unwisely, for the person is calmly seated astride the festoon and seems
to regard the angelic escort as part of his legitimate right, and he is
somewhat surprised when the possibility of his being excluded from heaven

suggests itself. But it was not his portrayal of the humorous characters
of the lower strata of society that provoked the greatest criticism, rather
it was his reproduction of the faded aristocratic type that evoked the severest
criticism. It is just possible that there was more than a desire to present
a humorous character behind his portrayals of the various “aristocratic

gentlemen.”

I believe that Gilbert Keith Chesterton gives us the best solution to the
question whether or not Dickens could describe a “gentleman.” This earnest

critic writes: “Dickens did not describe a gentleman in the way gentlemen
describe gentlemen.

He described them from the outside as he described
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any other oddity or trade.” He goes on to say: “T have often heard a dear
old English oligarch say that Dickens could not describe a gentleman, while
every note of his own voice and turn of his own hand recalled Sir Leicester
Dedlock. I have often been told by some old buck that Dickens could not
describe a gentleman, and been told so in the shaky voice and with.all the
vague allusiveness of.Cousin Feenix.” When we consider his own lowly
origin, and contemplate the efforts on behalf of the wealthy to keep the
poorer class at their feet, it is not to be wondered at that Dickens struck
back with the most effective weapon which he possessed. He held them up
to the public gaze, a mere shadow of their great ancestors, and they, unconscious that they had been steadily retrograding, furiously protested that the
characters were false; and their very protests were couched in the self-same
language which he had put into the mouth of his characters. He held a
mirror before them, but they refused to acknowledge their: own reflection,
¢
their very stubbornness convicted them.
So after we have become somewhat acquainted with the times in which
Dickens lived, have seen the people as they really were, beheld the lower
classes aping their lords, the masters pursuing their snobbish ways, we are
convinced that not only did Charles Dickens know the exact definition of the
word gentleman, but he pictured real characters that existed in that age;
furthermore, we are in a mood to thoroughly enjoy his works, to laugh

heartily at his aristocratic gentleman with all his fads and follies, his pomp

and vain show. And as for his other types, they are highly amusing, for
they provoke laughter with their “dirty, jaunty types, bold and mean, swageering and slinking—men who might have been something better, and indeed, who deserved to be worse.”
-TIn conclusion, it would be well to offer in support of the assertion that
Dickens could describe “gentlemen,” and describe them well, the follow-

ing words of Gilbert Keith Chesterton, quoted elsewhere in this article:

“The things that are really odd about the English upper class he saw with
startling promptitude and penetration, and if the English upper class
does not sce these odd things in itself, it is not because they are not there,

but because we are all blind to our own oddities; it is for the same reason
“

that tramps do not feel dirty, or that niggers do not feel black.’

To-morrow
Robert Gray, ’14.

D thou door of the future, To-morrow,
Ahen wide opened what wilt thou reveal?
CQ
t be rays of bright joy, or is sorrow

Che grim spectre which thou vost conceal?

CQill the pains of today and the sadness,
Oberhanging our lives like a cloud,
Be dispersed by the sunshine of gladness.
Mr our hearts in still Deeper gloom shroud:
Are the plans of to-day all for nothing?
Are our labor and toil all in vain?
Js the object toward which we are striving
But a will o° the wisp of the plain?

Cull the joys of the morrow and pleasures
Be so tree trom all worry and pain?
Way not e’en in the bliss of to-morrow

Che black gall of regret still remain?

But what eer be the fate of to-morrow,
Let us think, let us do, let us give,
Chat the deeds of today, in the future
Wap the needs of thy future outlive.
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RayMonp J. O’Brien,
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ICKENS is essentially a democratic novelist; he Halered to the

privations of mankind, was a man of the public and wrote for

the public. His heart sympathy went out spontaneously to
suffering humanity, something seldom found in Scott or
Thackery. In the “Tale of Two Cities” he exhibited a passionate sympathy for democracy. “He is the spokesman for the masses,”
writes W. J. Dawson, “he writes for them, and lives by their praise; he is
understood by the common people, and delights in kinship with them.”
No moral is perfect under the sun, and no writer, be he poet, dramatist,
or novelist, is perfect master of his art. “The greatest mystery about almost
any great writer,” says a modern critic,“is why he was ever allowed to write
at all.” This is said in view of the fact that nearly all the early efforts of
writers are imitations and bad imitations. The chief tragedy of publsners
has been analyzed as refusing “the wrong manuscript and the right man.’

In the development of this thought, it has been said that the publisher of
“Sketches by Boz” could not be blamed had he refused to accept this first

work of Dickens for publication, for it was hard to see that Dickens was.

“the right man”with sketches that must have appeared vulgar and flippant.

Truly io wisely has it been said that there is “some potential clumsiness
and silliness in Dickens; and what there is appears here and there in the
‘ Sketches. by Boz.’ ”
admirable
The genius of an individualis affected by his surroundings. Dickens was
not as in luxury and ease as was Scott and Thackery; he received no
college education, and he was the production of no school of culture. A
lyceum lecturer of to-day could say with truth that Dickens was schooled
in the University of Hard Knocks. It is really strange that Dickens could
retain such a ‘sweet temper, “little soured by theflaggelation of unjust fate.”

But the question often arises—“how did Dickens win his way to fame?”

We know that he received little instruction, and he may be justly called a
self-educated man. His parents were certainly guilty of criminal callousness or carelessness in neglecting the education of their son: Critics of

to-day do not blame Dickens for caricaturing his father in Micawber.

Dickens felt the humiliations of his’early life and it is said that he never
referred to them when speaking to his own children’ It was the sunny

disposition of Charles Dickens that warded off the weariness that accompanies misfortune.

“Itis another illustration,” as one writer observes,” of

10
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the curious paradox that the people most acquainted with grief are the
optimists, and the men who know least about it are-the pessimists.” The

interest Dickens took as a boy in the happenings about him, saved him from
despair; in noting the balances in life he forgot to worry about himself.

“Temperament,” it is said, “is the greatest difference between Tolstoi and
Dickens. The absence of humor in Tolstoi makes him a pessimist; its
presence in Dickens makes him an optimist.”

Humor alone saved Dickens from becoming a pessimist.

He rose above

the sad and depressing atmosphere of his boyhood days through the reading
of Smollett, Fielding, and Goldsmith. Don Quixote, Gil Blas, The Spectator, the Tatler, and a volume of Mrs. Farces were the other works that
proved to be a pleasure, a refuge, and helpful companions to lighten his
burden of life. In later life, Dickens is said to have read little: that few
great men had so narrow an intellectual scope as he. In reply, however,
we learn that in a sense he did not need books because “he habitually lived
in a romance of his own.” “Dickens,” writes W. J. Dawson, “as a boy
learned from the works of Fielding and Smollet robust and noble English,
matchless skill in the analysis of character and the delineation of manner,
keen insight, manly sympathy, and jovial laughter.’ The evil in the
writings of Fielding and Smollet did not taint the mind of the youthful
Dickens.
From the early reading of Dickens it was a logical development that
since Dickens intended to become a writer he should choose to become
a novelist. Having spent the greater part of his early days in the city
of London, and knowing every nook and corner of that big city, he naturally
picked his characters from its inhabitants. His greatest amusement was to
walk for hours in the crowded streets and enter the dark haunts where
the aristocratic people never stoop to gain a glimpse of lowly life. He
mingled with the poverty-stricken and those cursed with ill luck. He
understood their sorrows, their sufferings, and it was not anything out of
the ordinary that he should in time develop into “the novelist of acity.”
In describing these characters of lowly life, Dickens is inclined to
fancifulness, to romance, and to the grotesque. Instead of adhering to

“plain veracity” or “fanciful romance,” Dickens was guilty of blending
both. As one critic says, there is seen in Dickens “life with the most lucid
sanity of vision, and the next moment it is a phantasmagoria.”

This

baneful blending of the “fairy tale’ and the “realistic novel” proved
injurious to the innate art in Dickens. It resulted in taking delight in

exaggerating characters in the picturing of the grotesque.

This might

explain why Dickens could not picture the refinements of feminine beauty,
for as “the habit of caricature grew upon him, the power of portrait painting decayed—for the one is destructive of the other.”

THE S. M. 1. EXPONENT
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Another trait that can be noticed in the creation of his types of lowly
characters, is the evidence of Dickens’s early desire to become an actor
as shown in his taste for the melodrama. His works were written with a
constant effort for stage effect. Thus, he is guilty of exaggeration in picturing his characters. “His rogue is always too much of a rogue; his simpleton
comes too near to imbecility. About too many of the characters of Dickens
there lingers the odor of the footlights, the sense of. something inherently
false and meretricious.”
Shakespeare and Fielding in depicting their characters, sublime or comic,
so tempered things that they never overstepped the bounds of “modesty
of nature.” Dickens like the court fool is forever going a little too far
with his tricks. He uses all kinds of artifices like stage effects to gain
attention, making much of a deformity of mind or body, repeating it until
it becomes a “catchword for laughter and applause.” The critic who looks

deeper than the average will see in Dickens not the novelist of humor, for
the melodramatic tendencies that mastered Dickens leaned him to “broad
farce”; he will recognize that Dickens was the “greatest lord of farce that
ever lived.”

JOSEPH GRAHAM, 713.

N this modern age when master critics see motives and purposes
in classics that the average student fails to grasp, it has become
the part of wisdom to withhold strong adverse criticism of the

works of our English poets, dramatists, and novelists.

Thirty

~ years ago, some of our lights in the sky of literature were straining their orbs to see if Dickens was not fading from the gaze of the intellectual world. There are still some, to-day, who assert that there is some-

thing “intolerably clumsy or superficial about the works of Dickens.”
Of these shallow critics, Gilbert K. Chesterton has this to say: “they have

either no natural taste for strong literature at all, or else they have fallen
into the error by too persistently regarding Dickens as a modern novelist,

and expecting all his books to be modern novels.”

“Nicholas Nickelby” was the fruit of Dickens’s first serious intention to
be a novelist. “Dombey and Son” was his final resolution to be a novelist.

12
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In reading Dombey and Son it would be well to follow the advice of a
modern critic of Dickens. First, read it, not for the love of character

sketches that may dot the pages, but just because it is a wholesome story.

Second, read it again, in order to be more familiar with the tale, and to be
able to picture the characters vividlyin the mind. Third, read it once more,
and learn the secret of character portrayal that Dickens was master of—
the art of describing characters from the outside.
Visions of home are always found in the best novels of Dickens. As one
writer says: “there is something pathetic about his girls.” Dickens was
truly a knight in his chivalrous tribute to girls. THe seemed to understand
the harmonies and discords that played on their heartstrings, and he left
to mankind, not “colorless little things who folded their hands and spoke
when spoken to,” but gave us for all time, “delicious glimpses of girls at
their very sweetest and best.”
One of these little girls that had not learned to take her place in the
world, because of her age, was Florence Dombey, the delightful character
1 “Dombey and Son.” We catch the first glimpse of her at the bedside of
her dying mother. Here we behold her as a beautiful, curly-headed child,
about six vears old, sobbing on her mother’s breast. That mother, who has
been her best and only friend,left her alone in this world. Florence was
not fatherless, but matters were far worse, for her father did not care for

her, simply because she was a girl.

He wanted an heir to his fortune, and

when she was born he felt woefully disappointed. For fully six years,
during which time Florence emerged from babyhood into budding girlhood,
coldness was the usual greeting that daily was meted out to her, who
eagerly longed for a smile and a kind word. When her brother Paul was
born, the lot of Florence was harder still. The father made no secret of the

inner pleasure that his son’s advent into the world had brought him.

All

the love that had been frozen up in his heart seemed to thaw and to go out
to his little son. Florence, though but six years of age, quickly noted the

change in her father, and rightly placed the cause.

As she added year to

year, however, she did not give vent to petty jealousy.
P
Florence was left to the care of servants. Tutors in those days seemed

to be living examples of the belief that a shake and a shove were necessary
to impress their ideas into the minds of children. Surely, the tutor of
Florence was no exception to this rule. She was confided to a nurse who

regarded children“as money which must be shaken and rattled and jostled
to keep it bright.” Thus she was in an atmosphere devoid of kindness and

gentleness.

What would have been more natural than to see Florence

grow intoa cold, haughty, irritable girl?

of Dickens is far different.

But the story of this little heroine

She preserved her simple, gentle disposition,

and even softened the heart of her nurse, Susan Nipper, and it was not
long before that individual championed the cause of Florence with Old

Dombey himself, though it cost her a. homein the Dombey household.
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The life of Florence during the days and weeks after her mother’s death
were trying ones for the little orphan. Her father locked himself in his

rooms and would not consent to see his little girl.

In fact, the only one

he would see was his infant son, Paul. In vain Florence looked for one look
or sign of affection from her father. It was her wont to go to the door of
her father s room at night, and place her head against the keyhole—just

to be near him.

There she would kneel for hours on the cold floor, hoping

in vain that he would think of herin his dreams.
_ Apparently, to distract her mind, and at the same time to see something
of kindly recognition in her cheerless world, Florence would frequently

gaze across the street and watch four little motherless girls, happy in the
loving care and caresses of their father. She did not envy them their
father; her aching heart wanted only the affection of her father whose
heart seemed made of iron and flint. She was not jealous even of Paul,
who alone seemed able to strike the fire of love on the heart of flint. Older

than her years, a woman in thought and feeling, she helped Paul in his
lessons, and bestowed loving marks of affection upon her little brother.
Paul, in turn, loved her dearly, and it was this return of affection that
brightened the otherwise cheerless atmosphere of her grim home.

One of the most pathetic bits of child-love recorded in literature is the
love between Florence and her brother Paul. He had not long to live, and
his last hours were made one bright vision of the life that would make him

happy forever. He insisted on having Florence with him always, and would
say: “Now lay me down, and, Floy, come close to me and let me see you.”
And then his little mind would wander and conjure up visions of the river,
its green banks, and its thick rushes. As the sound of the washing waves
seemed to be carried to his ears, he would put his arms around his sister,
fold his little hand as in prayer, and say: “Mamma is like you, Floy; I
know her by the face.” His last words, as he was about to leave brotherless
his Aig already motherless, and pathorless as well, were: “Floy, I love
you! Come to me and never leave me.’
The scene of the death of little Paul stamps Dickens aas a man of deep
religious feeling, as the champion of all the neglected little girls of the
English realm. The pathos is not overdone, nor is Dickens “absurdly
sentimental,” as modern students without poetic feeling would have us
believe. Of such, Belle Moses offers the following to upset their heartless

theory: “Let them read the death of little Paul, and if they can see that
gentle little child, loosening his hold on life; that tender, desolate sister
clinging to the frail body; if they can see this quite unmoved and can
turn from these pages with undimmed eyes—why, the fault lies within

themselves and not in Dickens, who wept—himself-—— as if his heart would
break, over the death of his favorite.” The writer might have gone
further, and have said that the man who could read that pathetic descrip-
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tion of the separation of brother and sister, and read it without emotion,

are worse than soulless clay, fiends in human Suite capable of committing
any crime.
But we have digressed from the story of Florence brotherless and alone
in the world. With the death of Paul, her father was more heartless than
ever. Florence tried every means possible to win over his affection, but
it was to no avail. She was forced to pass her weary hours among her
books and her music. She would stroll through the massive house with its
large dreary rooms, a beam of sunshine to all in the household, save to her
own father, whose mind seemed preoccupied with other thoughts beyond

home.

It created no surprise in the grim mansion when it was learned that
old Dombey was going to marry again. The bride of his choice proved to be
a young woman but a few years older than Florence, proud, haughty, arrogant, and with a nature, diametrically opposite to the gentle, thoughtful,
and affectionate Florence. But this dutiful daughter, still loving, though
unloved, unlike the many to-day, showed no hatred towards the new member
of the household, whom she had reasons to believe would succeed in winning
a place in the heart and affections of that father who had been heartless and
unloving towards his only daughter. Instead, she threw her arms about her
who was to usurp the place of her departed mother, and embracing her,
exclaimed with tears in her eves, “O papa, may you be happy! May you
be very, very happy all your life.”
Few there are that loved their step-mother as Florence did; but in our
heroine was one who loved her because her. father did. In time she won
the love of this haughty lady and they became fast friends. Her father
forbade the friendship that sprang up between them, and this and other
wrongs contributed to drive his new companion from the Dombey homestead.
Grieved and crushed, Florence soon followed her step-mother, not in the
spirit of rebellion, but because she sorely felt the need of some one to comfort
her and heal her broken heart. It is here that a sweet love story is built
around this lonely girl. The home of an old instrument maker appeared
to her “the dearest spot on earth,” for his nephew, Walter Gay, seemed to
have just the qualities that Florence admired. She loved him with the

intensity of heart filled to overflowing with a love that a father would
not accept; and Walter Gay, in turn, knowing the intrinsic worth and
warmth of her love, felt as he led her to the altar, that his life with its hard

struggles had not been in vain.
Old Dombey did not seem worried over the fact that Florence had left
the mansion. Walter Gay had no trouble to worry about from Old Dombey;

the latter had gone into the background as though he had never lived. But
Florence could not forget. She yearned to know how her father looked upon
the step she had taken, and whether he would be willing to forgive her for
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leaving that old grim home without his consent. So, she went to the Dombey
mansion some years later, to ask forgiveness of that father who was not
worthy of the name. Left alone, he was only too glad to turn to her for
comfort.

She twined her arms around his neck, and drew. him towards her.

She placed his head on her bosom, and he could hear the throbbings of that
heart whose affections and love he had refused for years. The scene was
too much for him; his heart of flint turned into a heart of soul and flesh.
What a grand picture the love of Florence for her father made on that
occasion! What regrets must not have stirred in the old man’s veins as he
thought of the years when he had stiffled every show of affection for his
charming and loving Florence! What grief, only to be assuaged by her
loving presence, must have almost broken his heart as he passed in review
all those days, weeks, and years when all this happiness could have been
his possession! .But ah! what sorrow was spared him, for that heart just

awakening to the warmth of his daughter’s love could not fathom the
depths of despair into which he had kept his only daughter during the
years of her girlhood. The love of Florence had all to give, nothing to ask
for.
It is beyond conjecture to tell the rest of the story, and to relate the joy

and happiness that bound together with ties indissoluble the united family.
Florence, the mistress of the old mansion, left sunshine in every room, and
we can picture Old Dombey with his grand-children around him, telling
them fairy tales of a shattered and unhappy life brought to an ecstatic close

by the filial love of an only daughter whose affection never waned as a
motherless, brotherless, and fatherless child.

reco

crane

The Tragic in Dickens

Ropert Gray, 714.

O the careful readers of Dickens the question as to whether his
genius is best exhibited in the depiction of the tragic or of the
humorous will eventually present itself for analvsis.

Accord-

ing to the general consensus of opinion, his fame rests mostly
upon his ability to draw clever humorous portraits, but a
deeper consideration of the question will tend to show, that, although

Dickens was great as an observer and describer of the quaint and abnormal,
he is greater, far greater, when he writes with tragic intensity and passion.
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It is true, that in our memory Dickens will live as a humorist. After
having read his works once, can we ever. forget that mellow and humane
manner, not acutely caustic and pungently satirical, as is that of his contemporary Thackeray, but possessing those characteristics which render it
peculiarly Dickensian?
Because we concede that his humour attracts us
and excites our admiration, does not indicate that the writer reached the
height of his genius or the acme of his accomplishment along purely
humorous lines, for we must admit that this humor is brought out and
impressed upon our imagination by the dark background of tragedy.
The part at which Dickens worked with the whole strength of his genius,
which despite the conventional happy ending he seemed constrained to add
in order to please his readers, that part which holds our attention and
excites our sympathy is the tragic episode-—the pathetic narrative. It is the
understanding of the intense agonies of life and the depths of hell to which
human beings may fall, rather than the laughter he creates and the heights
he describes, that render Dickens a great novelist.
But to what may the popularity of his works principally be attributed
?
His originality undoubtedly goes a long way towards answering this question. He possessed a strong memory and keen powers of observation, and
from earliest boyhood he had been storing up information which was afterwards invaluable to him. He was broad enough to realize that “there is as

much reality in the scent of a rose as in the smell of a sewer,” and capable
enough to embody both in his works.

Dickens, however, is only human, and like all writers is open to criticism.
His principal sin is against proportion, for he never knew just where to
stop. His imagination pictured every detail so vividly that it seemed to
him an error to omit one, and “like pre-Raphaelite, he forgot that to the
reader a general impression conveyed more truth than minute accuracy in
detail.” In thus dilating, he limits the reader’s imagination, whereas, a

general idea would leave more room for conjecture, and increase the interest
which lags somewhat because of the unnecessary elaboration.
Among the peculiarities of Dickens, none is more strange than his sense
of the incongruous and inharmonious in physical appearance. It seems
that his eye having once observed some repellent peculiarity of face or

manner of dress, his imagination took pleasure in dwelling upon it and
recording it, and even emphasizing it by continued reiteration. Although
his female characters are not exempt from the exercises of this peculiar

trait, itis as a describer of masculine ugliness that he attracts our attention.
He seemed bent on emphasizing the repellent physiognomy of his own sex,

and to render it a subject of contempt. As an example, witness his description of that now famous character Micawber, remembering that this is his
first impression of the man: “I went in and found there (in the counting
room) a stoutish, middle-aged person, in a brown surtout over black tights
and shoes, and with no more hair on his head (which was a large one and
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very shiny) than there is upon an egg, and with a very extensive face ‘which
he turned full upon me.” This faculty is so predominant in Dickens, that

one can almost find an instance of it on every page.
In a writer gifted withsuch unusual powers of observing masculine ugliness, it would “be logical to look for as great an appreciation of womanly
beauty, but not so with Dickens, for of all great English novelists, he it
seems, is least gifted with the faculty of perceiving and analyzing physical
charm in either man or woman. Beauty “made no detailed impression
either on the retina of his eye or the mental retina.” His female characters

are merely personified virtues or qualities of his conception of womanhood,
but as regards the clothing of these personifications with physical beauty

or charm—this he seems incapable of accomplishing, while even here he
shows the same keen eye for defects. Thus, notice how he refers again and
again to the livid scar upon the lip of Rose Dartle, but when it comes to
giving us a concrete idea of this character—some strangely beautiful curve
of womanhood, some grace of movement, or charm of mien, Dickens can
tell us nothing. It is the scar which attracts his attention, and the scar is
the only physical quality we are given on which to base our idea of the
character.
But despite his defects, his sins of omission and commission, despite his
lack of proportion,his peculiar sense of the odd and unusual, and his inability to give us a clear picture of physical beauty, Dickensis still a great
writer. He has entertained us, he has saddened us, he has helped us to
spend many a pleasant evening made profitable by the morals of his works
which render us better and wise. We are at home with him, for he is a
writer of the people and for the people; his humor is always refreshing, and
his tragedy ever interesting. We will never forget little Nell, or little Em’ly,
or Scrooge—nor their lessons. Thus the world is better, and our lives are
brighter through the writings of Charles Dickens.
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The Home Life of Charles Dickens
oO
Emin Epmonpson, 714.

HARLES Dickens is preéminently the novelist of home life.
The strongest characteristics of his novels are his charming
/ descriptions of domestic scenes, and his inimitable sketches of
child-life. He had the deepest appreciation of even the simplest
domestic virtues, and he hurled the shafts of bitter scorn against
any neglect or desecration of that sanctuary, the home.
He pictured in such graphic language, Pecksniff, the moral hypocrite—
Mr. Dombey, with his pompousness and selfishness, Mrs. Jellby, and Mrs.
Pardiggle, with their sham philanthrophy, that they have become by-words
as violators of the sanctity of the fireside.

Is it possible to conceive that this indignation of Dickens was pharasaical
?

Is it perhaps true that Dickens in describing Pecksniff, in writing of the
inviolable sanctity of the hearth, was another hypocrite, for there is evidence

offered to show that he was “ill to live with,” as Mrs. Carlyle expresses it?

However, “we cannot believe it in so bald a form,” writes Hattie Tyng
Griswold, in reviewing the time of the separation of Dickens from his wife.
It is too much to say and believe, that in his books are warmth, genialty,
and tenderness, while at his fireside were present his sour humors and
unhappy moods. Hans Anderson believed that Agnes in “David Copperfield” was a picture of Dickens’s own wife, for he writes, “I can think of no
one else in his books so near akin to her in all that is graceful and amiable.”
Mrs. Dickens is described as having a certain soft, womanly repose and
reserve about her; as possessing an air of frankness, cheerfulness, and reliability; and as being a beautiful, amiable, and charming woman.
Without a word of explanation it may seem a little inconsiderate to bare
a family skeleton that might be left hidden in the closet. But Dickens

insisted on giving some details of his side of the trouble to the readers of
The Times, so we can be pardoned in looking for the truth, for as W.

Teignmouth Shore writes, “he has told his story with not a little fullness ;
Mrs. Dickens chose the more dignified part—silence.”
The estrangement is thought by some to have come from the irritability
of the literary temperament of Dickens that came over him in the difficulties

that the average novelist must face. While this is offered on the one hand,

it is said that while Mrs. Dickens was a pretty, amiable, and well-bred

woman, she possessed no executive ability so necessary to maintain a large
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family. The latter argument, however, is dismissed as an insufficient cause
for separation, for Mrs. Dickens’s sister, Georgiana Hogarth, more than

made up for lack of house management, and ability to care for children that
may have been lacking in a great measure in her sister. From the age of
fifteen, Georgiana Hogarth-grew up with the children of the Dickens’s
family, and those who visited the Dickens’s home gave testimony to the
perfect housekeeping exhibited in the perfect order and neatness in the
large mansion that contained within its walls nine children of all ages.

Dickens himself, paid tribute to her when he wrote, “she has ever been their
playmate, nurse, instructress, friend, protectress, adviser, companion.”
In a letter to Arthur Smith, which the latter allowed to be published in
the New York Tribune, much against the wishes of Dickens, we quote the
following: “Mrs. Dickens and I have lived unhappily together for many
years. . . . . . I suppose that no two people, not vicious in themselves, ever were joined together, who had a greater difficulty in understanding one another, or who had less in common.” In writing to John Forster,
who was a friend to both Mr. and Mrs. Dickens, he said: “Poor Catherine
and I are not made for each other, and there is no help for it. It is not only
that she makes me uneasy and unhappy, but that I make her so too—and
much more so.” And the strange part of all this is the fact that Forster
who knew them both well, was shocked at the expression of Dickens’s feelings in the letter addressed to him.
The cause of the unhappy state of things that resulted in the separation
of Dickens from his wife are of a more complicated nature than the average

student would think. Professor Ward, of Cambridge University has written
a life of Dickens, that is “kind and appreciative,” according to the opinion
of Hattie Tyng Griswold, and “one that gives a far more pleasing idea of
his character than the bulky and egotistical Life by Forster.” In the
following quotation taken from his work is seen the clue that seems to
give out the secret of Dickens’s trouble: “If he ever loved his wife with that
affection before which so-called incompatibilities of habits, temper, or disposition fade into nothingness, there is no indication of it in any of the
numerous letters addressed to her. Neither has it ever been pretended that

he strove in the difection of that resignation which love and duty made possible to David Copperfield, or even that he remained in every way master
of himself, as many men have known how to remain, the story of whose

wedded life and its disappointments has never been written in history or
figured in fiction. ,

This brings us, in order to follow up the clue, to the study of David
Copperfield, pronounced by one of our eminent critics as “Dickens’s ablest
and clearest book.” We would differ with this critic, however, as we believe

that there is much of mystery in David Copperfield that baffles us for a
time to unravel, in the effort to find the solution of the trouble that caused
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the separation of Dickens from his wife. Dickens in this work began to
tell the
Oy of his life, and to tell the whole truth, but as the story goes

on there is “a falling away of a somewhat singular kind.” There was certainly a reason for this change, but “David Copperfield” does not reveal it.
Where thenis the key to all the sorrows of his domestic life? Study the
story of Little Nell, and the secret is unraveled. “The killing of Little
Nell nearly broke his heart; he loved the child as if she was his own; her
death cast its shadow upon him; and the vision of Mary Hogarth opened
all the old gateways of his grief.” Mary Hogarth, the youngest sister of
Mrs. Dickens, was a beautiful girl, who lived at the Dickens’s home, and
who died suddenly at the age of seventeen. If weare to credit Hattie Tyng
Griswold, the troublous condition of affairs with his wife “were verv intigh
intensified by Dickens having fallen in love with Mary Hogarth.’ She
seemed to be the imaginative passion of his life, for a year before his death
he wrote to a friend of his: “She is so much in my thoughts at all times,
especially when I am successful, that the recollection of her is an essential
part of my being, and is as inseparable from my existence as the beating
of my heart is.” His wife had become so unnecessary in his life at home
that he wrote in his diary on one occasion: “If she (Mary Hogarth) was
with me now,—the same winning, happy, amiable, companion, sympathizing
with all my thoughts and feelings more than any one I ever knew, did, or
will,—I think I should have nothing to wish but a continuance of such hap-

piness.” We are not straining, our imagination when we believe that Little

Nell is the secret of the mystery, for Dickens wrote after finishing the tale
of the death of Little Nell, “Dear Mary died yesterday when I think of it.”

It was in May, 1858, that the terms of separation were agreed upon,

the eldest son going with his mother, and the rest of the children remaining
with the father.

Mrs. Dickens would not talk of the separation, and even

on the death of her husband, insisted with Forster and others that she
had always done her part to make Dickens a happy husband, claiming that
she had letters after the birth of the ninth child to substantiate her assertions. While some critics to-day are loud in their blame for Dickens in
the part he has taken in the affair of separation, others believe they are
“unable to pronounce judgment upon either party, one 6f whom spoke too
much, the other being silent.”

Among his friends, Dickens was filled with exhuberant spirits, and his
genial hospitality was renowned throughout England. In the same genial
mood that he welcomed his guests, he remained throughout: their stay—

merry and good-hearted.

He entered all games with all the ardor of a

happy. healthy boy. Many are the stories of his constant generosity, his
unfailing humor, and the devotion of himself to his children. “His care
and thoughtfulness about home matters,” writes his own daughter Mamie,
“were really marvelous when we reneibet his active, eager, restless, working
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His care of and for us as wee children did most certainly pass the

love of women. His was a tender and most affectionate nature.”
And yet, in spite of all his good qualities, the fact remains that he was
very egotistical and fond of the flatteries of his friends. The leading
traits of Dickens’s character were closely followed by the keenest observers
of his time, and one of them, a lady who wrote of familiar personal experience, said: “T’o describe Dickens as always in the right, always just and
amiable, would be simply false and untrue to Nature.” Dickens’s overflowing of good spirits occasionally led him into wild escapades, which while not

very damaging to his character, were anything but dignified for a man who
reached mature years.
Much of these apparent oddities in the later life of Dickens can be
glossed over if we review his boyhood days. In his early years he was
sickly and subject to violent spasms. On account of his ill health he did
not enter any of the games that are the delight of the boyish heart; and it
is probable that the superabundance of animal spirits in his manhood came
from not being able and not being inclined to give way to the play instinct

ever present in the days of childhood. Most of the pleasures of his boyhood days consisted of reading, acting small plays, and exhibiting pictures
with his small magic lantern. .
At one time a French painter remarked of Dickens:

“He is more like one’

of the old Dutch admirals we see in picture galleries than a man of letters.”
This is a remarkably true picture of him, for he had the commanding atti-

tude of a naval leader, and the keen and energetic features bespoke the
man of the business world, rather than the student and author.
It is said that Dickens would have been the greatest comedian of his day,

had. he turned the current of his talents into that channel. He devoted a
great part of his time to amateur theatricals, and was able to bring order
out of confusion that usually reigns supreme around the work of young

thespians. It was Carlyle who said that Dickens’s essential faculty was that
of a first-rate play actor. William Charles Macready, with the exception
of Phelps, the last of the great school of actors, of whom Garrick, Mrs.
Siddons, the Kembles, and Kean were the most brilliant, has this to say of
“Glencoe,” a play written by Dickens: “Its treatment avoids the melodrama of the stage; the story is well managed and dramatic; and I intend
to act it.”

A great fault in the character of Dickens was his fondness for ostentation, which manifested itself in ‘!e gaudiness of his personal apparel.

Mr.

Mackenzie tells us that “Dickeiis’s personal taste in dress was always loud.
He loved gay vests, glittering jewelry, showy satin socks, and everything
prenoncé; yet no man had a keener or more unsparing critical eye for
these vulgarities in others.”
He never entered the political arena, but he was attracted to many social
problems as the Poor Law, temperance, Sunday observance, prisons, and
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others, on account of his sympathy for the poor. His writings induced
much legislation in favor of the poor, and many a poverty-stricken man

had cause to be thankful that he had such an ardent champion in Charles

Dickens.
Born in the Church of England, he never lived up to that faith, believing
only in a broad interpretation of the Scriptures. His views were like to
that of the Unitarians, but his religion consisted chiefly of kind words,
smiles, and charitable deeds.
But can any possible good come from a study of the “Home Life of
Dickens”? Certainly. It is essential that the student be acquainted with

the character of the writer, his virtues, his faults, and his follies, especially,
as in the case of Charles Dickens, who took characters from out of every-day

life, and bared his own soul before the eyes of his readers. The soul of the
man flashes through his books, and shall we not endeavor to understand the
meaning of these flashes that at times are but glimpses, unless we be acquainted with the events in his life that give flesh and blood to them? One
who knew him well, wrote after his death: “I frankly confess that having

met innumerable men, and had dealings with innumerable men, I never

met with an approach to his genuine, unaffected, unchanging kindness, or
one that ever found so sunshiny a pleasure in doing one a kindness.” Truly
‘may we say that to him that loved much, much, if needs be, will be forgiven.

The George, Greta Bridge.
Charles Dickens visited this inn when collecting materiel for “Nicholas Nickleby,’* and here Mr. Squeers
alighted from the coach on his return from London with the new boys.

Wellington Academy, Hampstead Road.
The school of Charles Dickens, 1824-1826-

18 St. Mary’s Place, The Brook, Chatham.
The Dickens family resided in the house next to Providence Chapel, 1821-1823.

Gad’s Hill Place.
The Home of Charles Dickens from 1857-1870

Leo M. Walsh, 713

Gone those rays, those sunbeams mellow;

bow their sunny lips J miss,

Co my cot they crept cach morning,
Dn mp brow to plant a kiss.
flow J wake “mid brooding shadows,
And mp roomzseems cold and drear;
From without no songs of gladness
Come my wintry heart to cheer.

Why should birds and sunbeams jointlp
For the South each pear depart,
Wihen the orth-wind ‘gins to rabage

And leabe desolate the heart?

$s it not to draw men closer,
Peart to Heart and mind to mind,
Chat they better prise the sunbeams
Sung in love-beeds of mankind?
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OF INTEREST TO THE ALUMNI, OLD BOYS
AND FRIENDS OF ST. MARY’S.
On Christmas Eve, Mr. John H. Patterson,
President of the N. C. R. Co., presented the
College with a gift of $2,000 to be used for
the equipment cf the Mechanical Testing Laboratory.
The President, Faculty, and Students desire to express their sincere appreciaticn to
Mr. John H. Patterson through the pages of
the Exponent.
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The Patterson
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When the pioneer members of the Society of Mary came
to Dayton, in 1849, they purchased the present site of
St. Mary’s Institute from the Stewart family.

Their near-

est neighbors, in those early days, were Mr. and. Mrs. Jefferson Patterson,

who resided southwest of the College at the Rubicon Farm, in what is known
to-day as the Patterson Homestead. It was not long before the Brothers
became acquainted with the Patterson family. Courtesies and favors were
freely exchanged and acquaintance soon grew into a friendship that was
to be of lifelong standing. Bro. Zehler, whose name is so intimately associated with the development of the College during the first four decades,
- from 1850 to 1890, was a particular friend of Mr. and Mrs. Patterson.
During his last ines

in 1892, Mrs. Patterson manifested the kindliest

solicitude about him. The Brothers remember her not only making daily
inquiries during his last week’s illness; each day she sent to him a bowl of
soup of her own making, for she aiways took an active interest in the
management of her kitchen and household, and was: known to make deli-

cious soup. Good Mrs. Patterson and her husband have long since gone to

their reward, but the Annals of the College have recorded the many acts
of kindness that made them beloved by the Brothers.
One of the Patterson boys, Frank, attended the Institute in 1857. With
me brother, John, he was actively concerned in*the management of the
C. R. Co., when he died, July 4, 1891. The generous donation of
hs H. Patterson to our Engineering Pepermens is anothermanifesta
tion of the friendly feeling of his family to their“neighbors over the way.’
It is our sincere wish that the eraduates of St. Mary’s and especially those
of the Engineering Department for years to come will give substantial
proofs of the worth and completeness of their training in being available

to aid by their inte!ligence and loyalty in the still greater upbuilding of
the present mammoth “National Cash Register Company.

In the words of Chesterton, the power of Dickens “lay
in the fact that he expressed with an energy and brilliancy
quite uncommon, the things close to the common mind.”
He was a consummate master of human nature, and as such represented
in his novels the drama of life as he himself, a poverty stricken youth, slaving in the blacking factory, had experienced it, and as he himself had seen
Charles
Dickens

it in his own family, in the courts, in the pawrnshops and inns, and on the
streets of London.
He was able to grasp with a power and accuracy of mind the various

phases of English life, and set them down in words that are both pleasing
in their humor and convincing in their force. Into his stories he instilled

life-interest.

His characters were the men and women of everyday London,

withdrawn from the thousands of varying circumstances that surround

daily life, in order to put into prominence a particular characteristic or some
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particular phase of life. This is the exaggeration of which Dickens is
accused, but it is only the exaggeration that is found in all art. A painting,
for instance, is the ideal conception of the artist, and no matter how real-

istic it may be, nevertheless it is shorn of many marks which the particular

object possesses in reality. The novelist, in the same manner, eliminates
from his characters many of the things that are of little importance. His
purpose is not to present the entire scope of human activity, for such is
impossible, but to exhibit some particular character or particular phase of

life.

We, of course, do not see these particular phases in reality without the

accompanying circumstances, and
exaggerated. Dickens, however, in
He exposed and scourged many of
see many reforms in the workshops

tence for insolvency.

for this reason they seem somewhat
this respect rightly understood his art.
the crying evils of the day, and lived to
and also the abolishing of prison: sen-

The sudden rise of Dickens from ignominy to celebrity did not estrange
him from people.
He ever remained one of them, differing only in his

genius.

His words are simple in treatment and familiar in-their detail

of daily life.
Throughout all, there runs a thread of genial humor and
rollicking gayety which is broken at times by a tender pathos and.
keen
sympathy for the poor and suffering, and by his anger bursting forth against

injustice and cruelty.

%.

Because of the range and variety of his works, his dramatic power,
and
more especially because of his incessant and certain humor, Dickens has
always been a favorite on every book-shelf. We venture to say, he
is the
best-known novelist of the earlier part of the nineteenth century.
The
centenary of his birth, which the English-speaking countries celebrate next
February, will add to Dickens’s fame and make him more widely known.
Francis M. Mvuetuer, 712.

_ The
eneket

The ancient schoolmen taught us to have recourse to the
ancient languages to coin a new word. This was indeed
very thoughtful and kind on the part of our progenitors,
but they have suggested quite a difficult task for the student
who would
endeavor to name some of the new fads and “down-and-outs” of
the present
times.

The “knocker” is a term which, off hand, we would not hesitate to classify

in the large vocabulary of American slang, but with.a little reflection we
will find that if the term truly expresses the idea, then their certainl
y is
no equivalent for the word “knocker.” The man who knowingly
or unknowingly bears this title is receiving more attention every day. He is
the
subject of many editorials; he is afforded undue prominence in fiction,
and
although his most common traits are anything but pleasant to recall—
we
all have our faults to atone for—so let’s take our punishment and look
at
him.
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The “knocker” seems. to have no aims in life; for him all things

wrong.

He can find fault with anything from the innocent pranks

children to the marvelous achievements of the world’s greatest men; and
after all, the “knocker” is usually the man who does little or nothing for the
betterment of mankind.
There is a vast difference between the “knocker” and the pessimist. The
latter, although not an enviable character, we can at least tolerate. In
most cases, he is. excusable because his own personality is usually the subject of his dark views. He is to be pitied because his pessimistic views are
generally brought about by misfortunes. But the “knocker” merits neither
pardon nor mercy. His mean trait of “loud-mouthed” discontent causes
nothing but visions of misery to rise before us. His untriendly expressions
unite with the grim aspect of his countenance and force us in sheer defense
to avoid his company. If Dante were living to-day he would probably re-

serve a special “circle” for this band of disgruntled and dissatisfied breed of

humanity.
“Tf you can’t boost, don’t knock,” is a motto of post-card literature. Let
us learn the lesson. Let us offer suggestions to remedy conditions, if we

believe we have a grasp of the situation, but let things go at that.

If we

believe, however, that we cannot be in sympathy with a new movement,
then stand back, and live up to the motto: “If you can’t boost, don’t knock.”
Leo M: WALSH, 712.

The attention of our readers is respectfully called to
the advertisements of those men who have made the continuance of this magazine possible by advertising herein.
By placing their adsin the Exponent they have demonstrated that they
consider your trade worth seeking, and incidentally have reposed confidence
in this magazine as a fit medium for the seeking of that trade. We trust
that this confidence has not been misplaced, that their ads will not prove
in vain . Certainly, they are deserving of your trade, for we are positive
that whether your hobby be quality or quantity, or both, that you can best
secure satisfaction by turning to these advertisers who have considered it
worth while to give their patronage to the EXPONENT.
JOHN F. DILton, 713.
Our
Advertisers
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The Needs of the St. Mary’s College.
The present year has proved to be a banner year| He¥

at St. Mary’s.

It has the largest enrollment it ever

‘had in the history of the college.

Its growth has.

made the need of several new buildings imperative.
The accommodations made last year for additional |
t boarding ‘students desiring private students have
already shown themselves to be Madequate, and a

uew dormitory building is.an absolute need.

The

growth of the science and engineering department
will soon necessitate the erection of a Science hall.|
‘The gymnasium, built in 1874, is entirely too small
to accommodate the large number of boarding students and day students actively interested in.athAn auditorium for lectures and entertain-

letics.

ments, which heretofore have been given in the

gymnasium building, is alse one of St. Mary’s pressing needs.

We hope the necessities of this splendid}

Dayton ifstitution will be supplied.

One Hundred Years’ Work.

Cherokee

}
With the

Soe

Bill

]

an

_Indj

negro

\¢
of

an
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The above editorial appeared in the Dayton Journal,

December 30, 1911. Mr. Elzey G. Burkam, the able editor
of Dayton’s morning paper, has manifested a kindly in-

terest in 8S. M. I. since Commencement Day, when in company with Will I.
Ohmer, °67, he attended the Graduation Exercises and visited the college.
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The readers of the ExPoNENT will recall his editorial which we took pleas-

ure in reproducing on the first page of the July issue of 1911.
The Journal gave 8S. M. I. great publicity in informing the public of
the donation of Mr. John H. Patterson, President of the National Cash

Register Company, of the sum of $2,000 to equip the Mechanical Testing
Laboratory for 1912. The Journal carried the story on the first page with
a large picture of Mr. Patterson. The article, likewise, made acknowledgment of the donations to the chemical laboratory that had been made during the year, and ended with a sketch of the scope of the engineering work
as taken by the college.

Alumni and Old Boys! The above editorial speaks for itself. The Lord
has blessed some of you with a fullness of this world’s goods. What better
way of being “poor in spirit” than by furthering the interests of education
at S. M. I. by helping to supply the needs of the college?

The better

equipped St. Mary’s is, the more she will be able to hold college students
for a complete course in engineering, and keep them from attending State
universities, where faith and morals are in danger. Richard T. Crane, the
Chicago millionaire is dead, and while some of his statements on the subject of the utility or non-utility of college training were erratic, they served
some of our big universities as subject matter for discussion after they
had blushed at the glaring statistics of drunkenness and immorality that
were true then and are true to-day wherever God and honest religion are
separated from instruction.
The Alumni Editor does not at all feel that he-is bold in thus asking
the Alumni and Old Boys to take inventory and see if they cannot part with

a little of this world’s goods. Secular colleges throughout the land receive
donations and large donations from their Alumni and friends, and the

donors are happy in the giving of their mites for the furthering of instruction.

In giving to a Catholic college you can do more.

Education, which

comprises instruction and the inculeation of religious principles, will be _
bettered and the scope broadened every time an Alumnus and Old Boy remembers substantially his Alma Mater. Let us hear from some of you,
and get the ball a-rolling!
NUGGETS.

Martin —

On Christmas Day, we were delightfully surprised with

Koontz, "85. visit from Martin Koontz, ’85, of Union City.

Our Old

Boy came on to Dayton to take dinner with his uncle,
Peter Kuntz; Sr., father of Peter, Jr., and John, who attended college in

the past, and Martin, William, and Edward, who are attending college at

present.

Our visitor took advantage of the occasion of his visit to see

Alma Mater, and was warm in his admiration of the strides S. M. I. has
made since his leaving the college over twenty years ago. He recalled many
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of the happenings of his old college days, and compared them with those of
to-day with the commodious quarters alloted to the boarding students.

Come again and watch the athletes of S. M. I. uphold the honor of the
college on the basket-ball court.
John G.

Westbrock, ’89

Our loyal Old Boy, John G. Westbrock, ’89, has been
co

Ty
Z
:
a-traveling some. EXxpoNENtT
readers remember him
as a resident of Hamilton, Ohio, but John moved to Detroit,
Michigan, where he was connected with the Accounting Department of the
Pere Marquette Railroad. At present writing he is Chief Clerk to the

f

Auditor Disbursements of the C., H. & D. Railway, with headquarters in

Cincinnati. Heis residing at 2103 Oakland Ave., Covington, Ky.
We remember publishing a letter from our Old Boy in October, 1906,
from which we extract the following: “Although my stay at St. Mary’s was
brief—much to my regret—the old school has no more loyal Old Boy, nor

one who has been more faithful in speaking a good word for her when the
opportunity afforded.
In a recent letter, John recalled the great football victory of S. M. I.
over Hamilton on on Thanksgiving, 1906, by the score of 42—0. Those
were the days when “Hilly” aided by the great interference of “Bill”
Schoen, pulled off the big end runs. On that day, 45-and 55-yard end
runs were pulled off in regular order. The Hamilton paper had this to say
of the game: “St. Mary’s Institute, of Dayton, Ohio, played rings around
the Hamilton Athletic Club. The locals were never in the hunt at any
stage of the proceedings. They were out-weighed, out-played, and walked

on. generally.”
We would appreciate a “call” doris the basket-ball season, when Otterbein U., Notre Dame U., or Denison U. are scheduled for a rousing game
on our dovtrt, Do not keep us waiting long!
Aloys

oe

Aloys Reimbold, who attended St. Mary’s from 1899-

1901, recently completed his novitiate training with the
Redemptorists.

Aloys won the Medal for German in his

last year at the college, and joined the Redemptorists at De Soto, Mississippi.
When his Order foand more delightful grounds at Okonomowoe, Wisconsin,

Aloys moved with his companions to this veritable Eden of the West. In
the course of the next two years, we hope to have pleasure of informing our
readers of the ordination of our Old Boy.

In writing to his cousin, Brother Louis Reimbold, $.M., faculty -member
of the college at the present time, ‘Aloys voiced his feelings towards the college in these words: “I was glad to hear from dear old 8. M. I., where I
spent the two happiest and most profitable years of my life.” Aloys! let
us hear from you again; news of the Old Boys is anxiously awaited by
readers of the Alumni Notes.
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We are pleased to publish the following letter, which was

received by Brother Henry Marzhauser, who kindly offered

the Alumni Editor the liberty to publish the same.
“My Dear Brother:
“T cannot tell you how much comfort your letter gave me this morning.
I have always esteemed as one of the pleasant incidents of the Mayor’s

office the friendship of the men at St. Mary’s Institute, and now that I am
passing out of office, I do not intend to let it end. I hope to meet you all
at different times, and I want you all to feel that whenever or wherever I
can do anything for the advancement of St. Mary’s Institute, I shall be
more than ready and willing to do all in my power.
“Please express to the President and all the Brothers my best wishes
for a successful and prosperous New Year, and for their continued success
in their noble work.
“Yours truly,
“Epw. E. BuRKHART,

“Mayor, City of Dayton.”
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HIGHEST HONORS FOR DECEMBER
Collegiate Department
Senior Arts
Senior Letters
Sophomore Letters
Sophomore Engineering
Freshman Letters
Emil Edmondson, 92; Theodore Reiser,
Freshman PEngineering...............-- Leon Anderson, 92; Edward Purpus,
High School Department
Fourth High

Third High—A
RIT Pie

R. Sherry, 96; C. Schmitt, 93; F. Thill,

:

Otto Krusling, 96; Walter Williams,

ee ce eek Skee

eeeJoseph Windbiel, 93; William Reith,

Second High—A

C. Snyder, 96; R. Ritzert, 95; E. Lechleitner,

Second High—B

William Finlayson, 97; Waldemar Schmidt,
Charles Meyer, 97; John Schleipeck,
Joseph Schaefer, 96; Herbert Haile,
Paul Ohmer, 96; J. Hook, 95; L. Warren,

Second High—C
First High—A
First High—B
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Second Business
First Business
Eighth Grade—A
Eighth Grade—B
Seventh Grade
Sixth Grade
WATERS Grade Cees oe et

Business Department
Martin Kuntz, 89; Allan Ochs,
Edward Weber, 94; Albert Menninger,
Elementary Department
James Dwyer, 92; Carroll Melke,
Charles Schneider, 95; Edward Menninger,
Irvin Koors, 92; Haydon Hill,
Henry Weinert, 95; Adalbert Bubolz,
ee Ses oe oa Julian Greiwe, 96; Herbert Bohnert,

A BOOST FOR THE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Mechanical
The Dayton public and Old Beys in different cities have
Engineering
received copies of the Dayton Journal telling of the generous donation of Mr. John H. Patterson, President cf the
N. C. R. Co., to the Mechanical Engineering Department of the College.
Information concerning this gift will be found on other pages of the Expenent. The following, which is a copy of the letter written to the President
of the College, shows the kindly feeling and active interest which Mr. Patterson entertains for S. M. IL:

Berlin, August 15, 1911.
Rev. Bernard P. O'Reilly,
President of St. Mary’s Institute,
Dayten, Ohio.
Dear Sir:
Your letter of July 22d and also “The Exponent,” three Bulletins,
and two further circulars with views of your institution have all been
received. All this matter is of interest to me, for I have watched your
institution grow from a very small beginning to its present enormous
dimensions.
I am pleased to note that everything is so prosperous with you and
also that you are standing for more of the practical, and hence popular,

methods.

I was a classical student myself at Dartmouth College, and

often regret that the time spent on Greek and Latin was not put in at
modern languages and manual training.

I am pleased that you are taking up the practical part and are.
going to fit young men for life’s work.
I cannot do much toward supplying the needs of a mechanical testing laboratory. I will, however, be pleased to give $2,000, which will
be about one-fifth of the cost.
With kindest regards to Father Meyer and Brother Edward Gor-

man, and best wishes for the continued prosperity of St. Mary’s,
I remain,
Sincerely yours,

JH P/EGP

JOHN H. PATTERSON.
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In the November issue of the Exponent we had the pleasure
Electrical
Engineering of making grateful acknowledgment to Mr. E. A. Deeds, Vice
President, and to Mr. J. A. Oswald, General Superintendent of
of a substantial gift to the Electrical Engineering Laboratory.
Co.,
R.
C.
the N.
The gift comprises: a 15 K. W., 220 volt, D. C. Generator; a 15 K. W., 220 Volt,
D. C. Motor; a 12 H. P., 220 Volt, D. C. Motor; a3 H. P. 220 Volt, D. C. Motor; a
24 H. P., D. C. armature; several smaller motors and motor-generator sets; @
dozen are lamps and quite an assortment of circuit breakers, switches, telephone,
and construction material.
Chemical

The Department of Chemical Engineering also has been aided

Engineering gubstantially in its equipment during the past year by donations

of the following benefactors in the interest of technical work: °
Hon. H. L. Ferneding, Hon. James M. Cox, M.C., Edward Hanley, Dayton BrewT.
eries, Hon. Edward Burkhart, J. T. Barlow, Henry Hollencamp & Sons, E.
McCormick,
J.
Frank
Hollencamp,
Bernard
and
Hall, M. J. Gibbons, Theodore
Jr., John A. Murphy, and John Spisak.
Our

Thanks

The President, faculty, and students of St. Mary’s make grate-

ful acknowledgement to Mr. John H. Patterson, Mr. E. A. Deeds,

Mr. J. A. Oswald, and to the donors for technical work in chemical laboratory. These generous benefactors are substantially aiding St. Mary’s
in her new work of higher vocational training in the Gem City.

On December 16, at 11: 00 a.m., with beautiful and imposing
Reception
ceremonies, almost a hundred students entered the sanctuary of
of
the Institute chapel and were solemnly received as Sodalists of
Sodalists
the Blessed Virgin Mary. The reception, which took place in the presence of
the old Sodalists and the members of the Faculty, was preceded by a hymn to
Mary Immaculate and by an instruction by Rev. Father O’Reilly, the President
of the College, in which he dwelt on the privileges and duties of a child of Mary
and a true sodalist. The reception was followed by the recitation of the Little
S
Office and by a hymn. The new sodalists are the following:
First Division Boarders—Carl Stuber.
Greiwe,
Second Division Boarders—John Armstrong, James Farrell, Clarence
Mayer, ClarRobert Hanley, Fred Hillery, Leon Kenning, Fred Kessler, Charles

Schuence Nugent, Clifford Oelrich, Thomas Roche, Charles Schmitt, Charles

chert, Earl Sourd, Paul Stagmeier, Howard Wynn, Eugene Schenk.

Third Division Boarders—Cyril Clasgens, Joseph Leonard, Herbert Haile,
Ralph Neutzling, Lawrence Gorman, Lawrence Warren, Francis Olberding, Paul
Olberding, Paul Wintermeyer, Edwin Richter, Arthur Scheid, Raymond Werder,
Ralph Gerlach.
Fourth Division Boarders—Robert Benvenuti, Franklin Berning, Leander
John
Bohnert, Herbert Bohnert, Edward Busch, Ralph Busch, Eugene Busch,

Connelly, Sylvester Corbett, Leo Dabbelt, Stephen Du Brul, Carl Ernst, Herman
Fien, George Grills, Richard Grote, William Grote, Walter Grote, Marcellus
Heile, Leo Hornung, Edward Kuntz, Urban Leininger, Edward Menninger, Alphonse Meyers, Frank Moeller, Richard Muth, Theodore Neutzling, William
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O’Brien, Edward Roth, John Spatz, Joe Stubbers
, Ivo Schroeter, Robert Wasmuth, Edward Wenstrup, Richard Wenstrup, Leo
Wolf, Vincent Werder.
First Division Day Scholars—Joseph Hook, John Reichert
.
Second Division Day Scholars—Horace Boesch,
William Finlayson, Carl
Goeckeler, Raymond Hieber, James Keuping, Matthia
s Lause, Edwin Lauterbach, Waldemar Schmitt, William Sherry, Robert
Trentman, Vincent Weber,
Lyman Hill, George Kinsel.
Third Division Day Scholars—John Baczenas, John
Caulfield, Aloys Engel,
John Farley, Albert Haas, Chester Hill, Emmet Leo,
Paul Ohmer, Carl Manche,
Joseph McGreevy, Edward Maloney, Louis Paulick, Cleitus
Rieger, John T. Roth,
Leonard Schlipf, Edward Schnorr, Ambrose Schumac
her, John Teyber, William
Werner.
Elocution

On the evening of December 20, the annual Elocution Contest

Contest — for the Griffith Gold Medal was held in St. Mary’s auditoriu
m.

Besides the residet students, many non-resident students,
with
their parents and friends were present. The judges were:
Rev. John Gallagher,
William T. Budroe, and Josrru B. Murpny, ’01.
The contest was open to the eight High School and the two
Business classes.
Thirty students made the preliminaries, each reciting from
ten to fifteen verses.
From these the seven contestants were chosen, to enter the Elocutio
nary Contest under the coaching of Brother James Schmitt,
S.M.

Judging from the elocutionary accomplishments of preceding years,
judges
and audience anticipated a rare literary treat; nor were they
disappointed.
Every contestant bore himself creditably, and proved himself no
tyro, but one
who had long before taken active part in elocution and dramatics.
Unlike other
years, there was almost an indecisive battle, so equally were the
contestants
matched. Walter Wintermeyer, Matthias Lause, and John Weigand were
with
‘difficulty and reluctance singled out by the experienced judges as the
winners.
The gold medal was awarded to Walter Wintermeyer, of Covington
, Ky., of
the Third High—A class. Matthias Lause and John Weigand were each awarded
the college pin; the pins being a donation of the Judges in the contest.

The program was as follows:

—
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March—‘“Frat”’
“Parting of Marmion and Douglas”
“The Dying Baron”

Charles Meyer
Ralph Wirshing
Walter Wintermeyer

George Donovan
Pravelote-- Lote a Tete a
Go
eeee
es Thompson
Matthias Lause
eH
OG tA VOD fo sos ies otal Cie WeHoatee or eee abt Joseph Rauen
LE pernardo; del, GarpiO eis ot aes Pa eesJohn Weigand
Waltz—“Home, Sweet Home”.........................Ascher

Christmas
Holidays

The St. Mary’s students had a_two-weeks’ vacation, from
Thursday, 11: 00 a.m., December 21, to Thursday, 8: 00 p.m., January 4. They have visited dear friends and haunts, have cast
all class worry and disappointment to the-winds, and have refreshed themselves
for the coming examinations and the three-months’ run to Easter.
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Celebration
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On Wednesday, December 18, as a fitting climax of the many

good times spent together, the Senior Division held a jolly cele-

bration in their club room before breaking up for holidays. The
clubroom was in gala attire for the occasion, and for a few hours all forgot their
longing for the Christmas vacation. Euchre, bowling, billiards, pool, dancing,
and an all-around good time made the evening pass quickly. During the evening
a light luncheon was served, and plenty of “smokes” were passed aroud. The
prize winners for euchre were, Frank Dugan, first; Edward Ruhl, second, and
John Berghoff, the booby prize; in billiards, Prudencia Garcia, first, and Richard
The champion pool player was Herman Feidner; second,
Berry the booby.
John Crossin, while Roland C. Bevin had to be content with the booby prize.
In bowling, Thomas Ryan won first; Lester Quinlan, second, and Edward Neary,
booby prize. Edward Welch and Joseph Graham were judged winners in the
prize waltz, while Gerald Dunn and Charles Shiels were given the booby prize.
Towards the end a large box of candy was raffled, William Seidensticker holding the winning number. At a late hour, when the gathering broke up, every
one wore a “smile that won’t come off,’ and they departed for their homes, to
forget tasks and lessons till 1912, with the feeling of goodfellowship which is
necessary to college students and the frictionless turning of the wheels of
‘society.

On Monday, December 18, the Third Division had a Christmas celebration.
The evening was spent in playing cards and pool; in singing and feasting. The
most important event was the awarding of monograms to the Third Division foot
This was followed by (1) Music, “Love Sighs,” E. Scheid; (2)
ball team.
Speech, E. Purpus; (3) Music, “Frat,” L. Warren; (4) Speech, J. Hogan; (5)
Address, Bro. George Schneider; (6) Awarding of prizes for tournaments; (7)
Luncheon and singing.

The Dayton

On December 7, the Senior Business Class visited the plant of

Daily News the Daily News.

The chief editor, Mr. George Burba, conducted

the boys to all places of interest, explaining everything in detail.

Mr. George

Hudson

On December 12, Mr. George Hudson called again to give the

classes an idea of sea-craft, commencing with the remotest type
known in antiquity and concluding with the formidable warships,
Our sincere thanks, kind friends.

torpedo boats, etc., of the present day.
Commodore

Geo. W.

What an interested friend Com. George W. Gardner was to

education at large, and to the S. M. I. Business Department in

particular, all of us were fully convinced from the fact that in
Gardner
of old age he found great delight in addressing the boys
infirmities
the
spite of
in a most entertaining manner, and to drop them a few words from time to

time. Therefore, the news of his death, December 18, was very much regretted.
We pray and hope that he now rests in peace and enjoys the presence of the
Master, where some future day we expect to meet him again.

relatives we extend our heartfelt sympathy.

To all his dear
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Longfellow
The Longfellow Literary Circle held its Christmas Session,
Literary
Tuesday afternoon, December 19.
The following program was
Circle
presented:
Piano Selection—Grande Valse, A. Scheid; Address,
C. Stuber; Recitation, “Christmas Bells,” G. Kinstle;
Essay, “Christmas in Many
Lands,” N. Hochwalt:; Cornet Solo, Melody in F and
L’Secret, Q. Dohse: Essay,
Plant Lore of Christmastide, J. Kuhn; Recitation, “While
Shepherds Watched,”
F. Olberding; Reading, Christmas in Bethlehem, M.
Lause: Piano Selection,
“Beautiful Star of Heaven,” A. Scheid; Essay, Christma
s for Us, Ii.» Gorman;
Story, A Christmas Gift, H. Boesch; Recitation, “The
Rose of Damascus,” W.
Finlayson; Essay, “Christmas Greetings,” W. Sherry;
“What the Boys Want
for Christmas,” W. Schmidt, J. Powers, B. Leonard;
Piano Selection, Marguerite,” A. Scheid. The regular program was followed
by several impromptu
numbers, which were highly entertaining.
Columbian
Literary
Circle

The fine work accomplished by the class in the November Circle has been continued and even enlarged upon in scope
in the
meeting held December 20, 1911.

In a nicely delivered opening

address by the chairman, Charles Meyer, the participators
in last month’s pro-

gram were again congratulated for the success they
had attained.

He likewise

complimented the Circle, as a whole, and the direct participat
ors of this month’s

program, in particular, for the willingness manifested
in making their number

a success.
a
The following program was presented: 1. Allen Poe (Essay),
Rodney Cullen;
2. Tim’s Xmas Dream (Recitation), Edw. Richter; 3. Gold Bug
(Composition),
John Roth; 4. Boys We Need (Recitation), Carl Manche: 5. Xmas
Story, John
Schleipeck; 6. Engineer’s Story (Recitation), Leslie Cooper; 7. Collegian
(Recitation), W. Reitemeier.
Irving
The Irving Literary Circle held its first meeting since organLiterary
ization, on December 20, 1911. The officers of the Circle, to whom
Circle
much credit is due for the success met with in the first meeting,
are the following: Edward Neary, Chairman; Joseph Hook, Secretary, and
Bro.
Alex Bregenzer, Moderator.

The variety of the literary selections read at the meeting gives promise
for
a live and useful circle that will do much to create interest along literary lines,
and in time turn out contributors to the Exponent.

The following is the pro-

gram: 1. Piano Solo, J. Hook: 2; “Our Literary Circle,” Edward Neary:
3.
“Christmas,” Ambrose Schumacher; 4. “Henry VIII,” Chester Hill: 5.
Piano
Solo, John Teyber, 6 “Alfred the Great,” J. Hook; 7. “Early Christmas Morning,”
Erich Munch; 8» “The Tenderfoot,” Paul Ohmer; 9. Piano Solo, Lawrence Warren;

10. “Washington Irving,’ Lawrence Warren;

11. “Early Ages of Christi-

anity,” P. Olberding; 12. “With the Circle,” Brother Robert, S.M.
Music

The

Notes

chestra:

following

pieces

were

rendered

by

the

Student

Or-

September—Medley, Summer Days; Flippity -Flop:

Old Man Grump; Open Your Eyes; Swing Me High.
October—Linke’s Barn Dance; Winning Fight; Heather Bells, Mazurka.
December—The Oceana Roll; Yow ll Do the Samc: Red Rose Rag; Honey
Man; We've Kept the Golden Rule; Panama.
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te; Medley
At the Elocutionary Contest—-March, Frat; Novelette, Téte-a-Té
Waltz, Home, Sweet Home.

followThe Curator makes grateful acknowledgment to the
d, Ohio, for a piece
Clevelan
Irwin,
J.
Mr.
To
ors:
contribut
ing
Museum
the city
of the U. §. Stars and Stripes that were hoisted in
in the Spanishof Havana at our taking possession of the Island of Cuba
for a six-shooter, percusAmerican War. To M. William Weser, New Orleans,
1856, 3 lbs. inweight,
patented
War,
Civil
the
of
revolver
loader
muzzle
sion cap,
15 inches in length, and of .38 calibre.

Father
The contributions towards the support of the Holy
the highly
amounted to $15 for December. First High A has
once more
praiseworthy average of 20 cents; Seventh Grade
cents.
12
of
average
its
with
mention
deserves a
Peter’s
Pence

Japanese Scholarship Fund
Third Endowment
Cash on hand, October, 1911
EXPONENT:
Contributions received since the October issue of the
$5; Mrs. Emma Metz,
Chicago—Mrs. Maria Klein, $5; Mr. John Leies,
C. Frische, $1.
$5; Mr. Louis Lichtenstein, 50c; Mr. Lutz, 25c; Mr.
$5; Mrs. Keber,
Durst,
Marie
Miss
Dayton—Miss Mary Barthelemy, $1;
Moorman, 50e.
25c; Mr. Hugo F. Schneider, $2; Mr. J. B.

S,” $4.
St. Louis—“A Benefactor K,” $5; “A Benefactor
1912
1,
y
Januar
hand,
on
Total cash

Louis ROTTERMANN, ’14.

FOOT BALL
our attention for one brief
Although the season is over, football claims
chose as captain of next
and
met
1911
of
squad
the
3,
er
Decemb
moment. On
t right half-back.
brillian
and
dashing
year’s team, Alphonse Schumacher, the
ation, both to the student
gratific
of
source
a
and
one
popular
a
is
This choice
to possess the qualities that go
body and to the faculty, for all know “Shuey”
welcome news that John F.
the
comes
this
with
Along
to make up a leader.
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Dillon will assume the managerial duties of the
team, and St. Mary’s fans may
rest assured that the Red and Blue of 1912 will
be up against the greatest football schedule ever made at the good old school.
On December 20, with full pomp and ceremony,
and in the presence of the
entire student body and many visitors, St. Mary’s
conferred upon her sturdy
footballists a token of her appreciation for
the good work done in the past
season. Monograms were awarded to John A.
Berghofft, J. Newnam, William H.
Fogarty, and Alphonse §. Schumacher, while monogr
am sweaters were awarded
to Louis A. Clark, Alphonse H. Mahrt, William Seidenst
icker, Lester B. Quinlan,
Coach Roland C. Bevan, and Manager Leo M. Walsh.
A “block” is now awarded
to those who have excelled in any sport for three
years, and those who were
thus honored in 1911 were Hugh Sacksteder, Gerald
J. Werder, and Captain
Edward A. Welch.

BASKET BALL
Interest now centers in the realm of basket-ball, and
enthusiasm is at fever
heat, for with the election of George Mahoney,
last year’s star guard, to the
captainship of this season’s quintet, loyal rooters of
the Red and Blue have cast
aside all doubt as to the success of the team ’11-'12.
Part of this prediction
has already been fulfilled with a vengeance, for Coach
Solimano’s protegés have
capped the year 1911 by presenting three well-deserved
victories to their Alma
Mater as a Christmas gift.

St. Mary’s—21

VS.

On Wednesday evening, December 6, St. Mary’s opened
her

basket-ball season of ’11-12 in a blaze of glory by defeatin
g

Medway—18 the strong Medway Collegians by the
close score of 21 to 18.
To the vast throng that crowded the spacious gym.,
from the time Mayor-elect
Philipps tossed the first ball to the final whistle, was
presented a thrilling game
that fairly took away the audiences’ breath.
Our five appeared somewhat
nervous, but soon settled down when Lewis, of Medway,
scored the first basket.
Thereafter the game was nip and tuck, with St. Mary’s
having a slight shade
the better of the contest, due to the close guarding of Captain
George Mahoney,
Klein, and Mahrt.
At the forward posts, Sacksteder and Schumacher played
like fiends, but werea little erratic in locating the basket;
while at the jumping position, Braun and Frank Mahoney more
than

upheld their own.

The

passwork was very good for this early in the season,
and with a little more
accuracy in throwing baskets, St. Mary’s will be able
to boast of one of the
lightest and fastest teams that ever doned the “Red and
Blue.”
For Medway, Hale at forward and Humphreys at center
showed great skill in

all departments of the game.

;

The visitors showed flashes of brilliancy in their

passwork, but it counted for naught against the close
guarding of our men.
The following is the line-up:
St. Mary’s—Sacksteder, L.F.; Schumacher, R.F.;
Braun-Fr. Mahoney, C.;
Klein-Mahrt, L.G.; Geo. Mahoney (Capt.), R.G.
Medway—Lewis, L.F.; Hale (Capt)se -Ri bik: Humphre
ys, C.; Brosey, L.G.;
R. Humphreys, R.G.
Referees—Frank Martin and E. Humphreys, alternating.
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St. Mary’s—47

Wilmington

Our dashing quintet again demonstrated their true mettle

when, on Friday, December 15, they easily outclassed the muchtouted Wilmington College five.

=a0

Despite the inequality of the

score, however, the game was interesting from whistle to whistle, the speedy

A great
work of our favorites keeping the large crowd entertained throughout.
improvement was noted in the passwork and basket shooting of our quintet, and
Suffice
space would not permit to enumerate the clever work of each member.
it to say, “Solly,” our efficient coach, has again developed a team whose equal
The Wilmington burch did not show much ability and
will be hard to find.
would have made a sorry showing, but for the efforts of Captain MeMillan, who
“Bill” Pflaum and Keyser alternated as referees, and
tossed a couple of goals.
kept the game going fast.

The line-up:

St. Mary’s—Sacksteder, L.F.; Schumacher-Kuntz, R.F.; Fr. Mahoney-Braun,
C.: G. Mahoney (Capt.)-Mahrt, L.G.; Klein, R.G.
Wilmington—MecMillan (Capt.), L.F.; West-Bussey, R.F.; Peelle, C.; Bussey,
L.G.; Barrett, R.G.
St. Mary’s Varsity Quintet put the finishing touches to its
St. Mary’s—31
for 1911 when, on Tuesday evening, December 19, they
schedule
vs.
:
aH
i$
|
Wittenberg—8 romped
The
away from Wittenberg with the score of 31 to 9.
up to their advance press
live
to
going
were
they
though
as
visitors started
notices, but soon the whirlwind pace set by “Shuey” and “Sacks,” together with
the excellent basket-shooting of Mahoney at center, and the leech-like guarding
In the second
of Captain Geo. Mahoney and Klein proved too much for them.
half “Solly’ replaced Frank Mahoney and Klein by Braun and Mahrt respectBraun again amazed the crowd by his
ively, and the play seemed even faster.
wonderful left-hand shots, while clever little ‘““Mahrty” repeatedly broke up the
Sawyer at center and Captain Wilson at guard were the
visitors’ passwork.
main works for the University quintet, but could not overcome the system of
defense presented by our five. The line-up of the fives follows:
St. Mary’s—Sacksteder, L.F.; Schumacher, R.F.; Fr. Mahoney-Braun, C.; Geo.
Mahoney (Capt.), L.G.; Klein-Mahrt, R.G.
Wittenberg—Stewart, L.F.; Allen, R.F.; Sawyer, C.; Houer, L.G.; Wilson
) 5A.
(Have.

S. M. I. Cadets

OS

ST. MARY’S CADETS

With a victory on their opening game, on Thursday, Decem-

ee ber 21, over the much-heralded. Jacob’s Business College five,
the Cadets have again launched what, in all probability, will
*
This wonderful
be their most successful season on the basket-ball court.
machine running as easily as in former years, disposed of their opponents in
easy fashion to the tune of 63 to 8, and exhibited what a famous scoring team
they are. “Babe” Zimmerman and “Saxy” electrified the audience by their sensational shots and passing under the basket, while “Mahrty” and “Diddle” Baker
guarded so closely that their forwards were only able to amass three baskets.
Captain “Shuey,” at the pivot post, did some tall jumping, and proved himself

a great floor general.

“Mart” Kuntz and “Lou” Rottermann, who broke in at

and center, respectively, easily
opponents and succeeded in caging the ball repeatedly.
the

second

half

at forward

outclassed

their
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II. DIVISION
;
The Junior Basket-Ball Team is steadily improving, both in pass work and in
shooting baskets. The outlook for the Junior team was not exceptionally bright
at the beginning of the season, but several men have developed into stars in the
space of several games.
The team will in all probability equal, if not excel, the
teams of former years, which, through their excellent playing, gave the Juniors
an enviable name.

Juniors—44.
On December 7, the Juniors met and defeated the fast Eureka
vs.
team in a game marked throughout by plays and shots of the
Eurekas—14 sensational order.
The Juniors easily outclassed their opponents when it came to the fine points of the game.
The pass work of Krusling
and the guarding of Stowell were the main features. Reitemeier made
several
shots of first-class order.
Hart and Gulinski were there when it came to team
work. O’Connell played a steady game for the Eurekas. Line-up:
Juniors—Hart, L.F.; Reitemeier, R.F.; Krusling, C.; Stawell, L.G.; Gulinski,
R.G.
Eurekas—O’Connell, L.F.; Sacksteder, R.F.; Weidner, C.; Zimmerman, R.G.:
Bergman, L.G.

Juniors—27

WS

On December 14, the Juniors defeated the All Stars in an

exciting game by the score of 27 to 14.

The pass work of the

All Stars—14 Juniors was at all times brilliant and effective.
The Juniors
played together like a machine, while the All Stars did some erratic shooting.
Hart was easily the star for the Juniors, while Berghoff played a neat
game
for the All Stars. The excellent guarding of Stowell and Gulinski was a marked
feature.
Reitemeier was off his mettle in foul shooting, annexing but three
points out of 13 chances.
Line-up:
Juniors—Hart, L.F.; Reitemeier, R.F.: Krusling, C.; Stowell, L.G.; Gulinski,
R.G.
All Stars—Schenk, L.F.; Purpus, R.F.; Berghoff, C.; Kelley, L.G.; Werder,
R.G.

League

Standing

The standing of the

ig ag follows:

Second

Division

Basket-Ball

League

CLASS A.
PAARWESRSS iy nnCEN ue cere
ayPas oa
MORONS isp
SS Sel pea
ae
EDOM te oho nc sty ey et eee
PUASleeps ses cas ogy tap
anaes

Won
3

Lost
2

. 666

3
2
1

2
3
4

. 666
.444
- 200

Won
4
4

Lost
4
4

Fe

CLASS B.
RECS con
nat
eiirita
- Ru Ceae
eae
SEOSo ES Bocca
oe

Wet

teks oe

a

4

4

Pe:
i=

300
500

500
E. L. Gross, ’16.
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Ill. DIVISION
Regulars deOn Wednesday, December 6, the !II. Division
Ill. Division--19
game by
feated the Parker High quintet in a fast and exciting
VS.
=
Parker Hi—5 the score of 19 to 5.
The first half was stubbornly contested
easily outclassed the visitors
by both sides, but in the second half the Regulars
score.
large
a
. and succeeded in piling up

in a victory
The game played with the-Shamrocks resulted
Ill. Division--17
both teams playpoints,
two
of
margin
a
by
n
Divisio
III.
the
for
vs.

Shamrocks—15 ;,,. fast ball.

In the first half the Regulars were on top, but

of the game and came near
the Shamrocks came back strong in the latter part
was the playing of Kelly,
game
The bright feature of the
nosing out a victory.
ks’
.
the Shamroc
forward
IV. DIVISION
y, Decemthe Day Scholars, on Thursda
defeated
Minims
:
~ The
bis
Sia,
Day Scholars--7
ber 7, by the close score of 9 to 7. All of the “Minims’” scoring
Zi
to defeat towards
came in the first half, and it looked as if they were doomed
The
li and Grills.
the finish, but were saved by the fine guarding of Rolandel
Minims—9

teams lined up as follows:
li, L.G.; Grills,
Minims—Gaynor, L.F.; Decker, R.F.; Leininger, C.; Rolandel
REG:
Sherry, L.G.;
Day Scholars—Hochwalt, L.F.; Robbeloth, R.F.; Broadstone, C.;
Roth, R.G.
Minims—10

5

eee

On December 13, the Minims stacked up against the Utopia

Jrs., and though the first half ended with a 5 to 0 score in their

and emerged the
Utopia Jrs.—0 favor, they strengthened for the final period
line-up:
The
score.
0
to
10
a
in
victors
L.G.; Grills,
Minims—Gaynor, L.F.; Decker, R.F.; Kovacic, C.; Rollandelli,
BG.
L.G.; Fleat,
Utopia Juniors—Rotham, L.F.; Coal, R.F.; Scheer, C.; Pollack,
R.G.
For the first time this season the Minims went down in
Minims—4
defeat before II. High B., on December 14, by the close score of
i
t, both teams
II. High B—6 6 to 4. The game was fiercely contested throughou
Hochwalt starred for II. High B., while
receiving lusty side-line support.
The line-up
Leininger and Decker executed the same role for the Minims.
follows:
L.G.;
Minims—Gaynor, R.F.; Decker, L.F.; Leininger, -C.; Rollandelli,
Grills, R.G.
II. High B—Hochwalt, L.F.; Leonard, R.F.; Schmidt, C.; Kuhn, L.G.; Sherry,
F. Gaynor, 717.
R.G.
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191102345 pp., 1 franc.
This booklet, midway between the catechism
and Church history, is destined
for children as a complement to the study of these
two fundamental branches of
our holy religion.
What recommends the book especially is the
fact that its
doctrine is nourished with the marrow of Sacred
Scripture, especially with that
of the Gospels.
Besides the exposition of our faith by Balmes,
the booklet eontains the summary of Bible History by Bossuet
.
THE BEAUTY AND TRUTH OF THE CATHO
LIC CHURCH. VOLUME
TWO. Sermons from the German, Adapted and
Edited by the REV. EDWARD
JONES. With an Introduction by the Most Rey.
John Ireland, D.D. St. Louis,
B. Herder. 1911. 391 pp., $1.50.
This is the second volume. of “Sermons” by the
Rev. Edward Jones, the first
volume having been reviewed in these column
s before.
The present volume
deals with the Sacraments, and in its nearly
four hundred pages are treated
Baptism, Confirmation, and the Holy Eucharist—th
e latter taking up more than
three-fourths of the entire volume. The “Sermo
ns” are excellent instructions
on the subjects which they treat, and thus serve as
fine spiritual reading. They
are, furthermore, addressed to the heart, and thus
form good material for the
exercises of meditation.
The various aspects of the greatest of all the Sac-

raments—the Holy Eucharist, are admirably dealt
with.
Such “Sermons” or
readings, as the cage may be, about the Blessed
Sacrament, are sure to inspire

a greater love and reverence for our sacramental Lord—b
etter and more frequent Masses and Communions, more fervor in visiting the
Blessed Sacrament,
in assisting at Benediction and processions
The book is gotten out in the fine style we are accust
omed to from the firm
of Herder. Those interested in the two volumes thus far
issued will certainly
hail with delight whatever remains of the series, for these
“Sermons” are sure
of a place of honor among works of their kind in the library of
the priest.
THE BUSINESS OF SALVATION, by BERNARD J. OTTEN,
8S. J.
B. Herder. 1911. 377 pp., $1.25

St Louis,

This is a book which will make interesting and profitable reading for
all . The
titles of the book and of most of the chapters suggest points of appeal
that
savor of the commercial, but the idea underlying all is as old as Christiani
ty.
The author notes this fact in the first chapter, entitled, “A Business
Proposition.” He says: “Perhaps you are somewhat shocked at the idea of making
the
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work of salvation a cold, business proposition

.

.

.

43
but then it appears very

practical, and we are practical men and women. Besides, the idea is not my
own; it is as old as the world, and it has, moreover, the express sanction of
the divine Founder of our holy religion.”

Further on he says:

“The work of

our salvation is business indeed, but a business after God’s own heart.” Such
titles as “Rate of Profits,” “Failure,’ “Trade Conditions,” ‘Business Methods,”
“Fair Prospects,’ “Business Standard,” etc., give a pretty fair insight into the
plan of the book, which is, in the best sense, what it plainly aims to be—a common-sense appeal addressed to all, on a subject of the most profound meaning
to all. Printing and binding of the book are very attractive, and it ought to
find a ready welcome on the library table, where it would “talk business” to all
who might care to listen, and maybe, to some of that numerous class who
don’t.
THE INNOCENCE OF FATHER BROWN, by GILBERT K. CHESTERTON.

New York, John Lane Company.

1911.

334 pp., $1.25.

“The Innocence of Father Brown,’ by Gilbert Chesterton, threatens to outrival anything

that

Conan

Doyle

has

ever

written

in

the line

of

detective

stories.

Father Brown, the Sherlock Holmes of Chesterton’s plots, is a priest
of very strikingless appearance, with a face as round and dull as a Norfolk
dumpling, and eyes as empty as the North Sea. But in that simple, commonplace head there works an acute brain which is more than a match to the
world-renowned but unscrupulous head of the Paris police, to which Flambeau,
the amateur detective, always submits with the docility of a child, and aside
of which the detectives from Scotland Yards are but as pigmies.

From start

to finish each of the stories carries out to perfection the requirements of the
short story, and numbers their author among the most interesting and fascinating of contemporaneous short story tellers of English literature.

UNDER WESTERN EYES, by JOSEPH CONRAD.
Brothers. 1911. 378 pp., $1.25 net.

New York, Harper and

In this novel we are led behind the scenes to watch the machinations of
present-day Russian autocratic rule dealing with the Nihilistic forces struggling for liberty. The atmosphere is reeking with mystery. We see the workings of the mystic Slavic soul, unveiled to us by a master-analyst. Geneva, the
stronghold of fugitive Russian revolutionists, is the charming scene of soul
Humor
tragedies out of keeping with that classically beautiful Swiss city.
has no place in these pages stored with narrative that appears strange to
by
‘western eyes” that have not known the peculiarities of Russian character

Summed up briefly, we are compelled to
observation and personal contact.
to draw for us such true portraits of
abilities
unusual
admire the author’s
Russian mentalities and social and political conditions.

New York,
WHERE THE SHAMROCK GROWS, by GEORGE H. JESSOP.
$1.00.
pp.,
300
1911.
Company.
The Baker and Taylor
Shamrock
George H. Jessop has given us a spicy romance in “Where the
a girl who
Grows.” The hero returns to his home in Ireland, where he finds
win her without
seems almost to be waiting for him. However he does not
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struggle, and the fair colleen gives him a merry chase before he is able to cap-

ture her.

The author has combined many details which make the book inter-

esting throughout.
The story is told with a simple directness which wins
the full attention of the reader. There is no lack of Irish humor, which lends
bright touches to this picturesque little story of Irish life.
THE QUEEN’S PROMISE, by MARY J. WAGGAMAN. New York, Benziger
Brothers. 1911. 16 mo, cloth, 60 cents.
“The Queen’s Promise,’ by Mary T. Waggaman, is based on the old legend
of the same name. Little Kitty, who is the leading character of the story, is
a convent girl, brought up under the wise and good tutelage of the Sisters of
St. Ursula. The sudden change from the convent to the dark and dismal home
of her uncle has no bad effect on her character. “Flint Dillon,” the uncle, turns
out to be as stern and cold-hearted as people had thought he was. At first he
treats Kitty very stern and hard, but she returns good for evil and he is
finally won over. The author gives us a splendid example of the ungrounded
prejudices that many have against convents.

In this case the uncle sees how

he has wronged them and sees his mistake.
gate a little and see theirs!

Would that more would investi-

THE TEMPEST OF THE HEART, by MARY AGATHA GRAY. New York,
Benziger Brothers. 1911.. 417 pp., $1.25.
In this beautiful Catholic talé, an entirely new note is sounded throughout
the story concerning a young monk of the Abbey Stourgate, who has just
completed his novitate and is on the eve of taking his final vows. The youth
possesses wonderful musical talents: he questions himself whether monastic
life is tco narrow for him or whether he can accomplish more in the world with
the gifts God has given him. The striking chords of human ambition are seen in
the opening chapter and as we penetrate further into the tale they become
deeper and deeper. The reading of this “Tempest of the Heart” is painful;
we pity the youth in his folly, and rejoice with him when he has done penance
and returns to the atmosphere to which Providence had summoned him.
VAGABOND CITY, by WINIFRED BOGGS.

1911.

New York, G. P. Putnam’s Sons.

392 pp., $1.35.

Measured by the standards of Christian morality, “Vagabond City” cannot,
we believe, satisfy the demands of many who would chance to read it. The
marriage tie is made too light of in our day and we see no reason why looseness in this matter should be made the theme of novels. If the evils of such
a condition of affairs were pointed out in the course of a narrative and the
reader is dismissed with a wholesome lesson, all would be well. Paul Bourget,
in “Un Divorce” does this. But when we read “Vagabond City” we cannot but
regret that talent and time should have been so regrettably misspent.

The Elder & Johnston Co.
DAYTON, OHIO

Here’s for the Boys ...
A store that sells CLOTHING of the best qualities
—finest workmanship—lowest prices to be
found anywhere.

The store

for

choicest

—Ties,
FURNISHINGS

Shirts, Collars, Gloves, Etc., Etc.

And you

pay no more than cost of inferior varieties
elsewhere.
Our store to be sure of SHOES for the dress occasion—SHOES for basket ball—SHOES for the

‘“tramp.’’

You get full worth in every kind.

Becker andStotter
The Rous that makes the Classy
——=(Clothes, $1 8to $30
A Fit or no Saie

Wearethe Originators of the MonogramSuit

The Classy College Style
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We Guarantee to Please You

18 East Fourth Street

Health and Happiness
Are habitual with those who

drink

HOLLENCAMP’SBeer regularly
HEALTH-—-Because
“Golden Glow’
and nutritious.

Hbllencamp’s

beer is wholesome

HAPPINESS----Because it is refresh-

ing, palatable and a chaser of that
tired feeling of either body or mind.
Have ‘us send you a Case. Before it is gone you will
already have begun to feel its beneficial effects.

HOLLENCAMP’S
(Independent)Brewing Co.
BOTH PHONES

Lily Brew

Dee Bee

Cream Ale

The embodiment of
QUALITY and PURITY

A substantial and whole-

Its delicious taste,

Its mild and exquisite

some nourishment—A

flavor has made it the

health giving tonic for the

People’s favorite BEER.

tired worn

Sold only in bottles
Order a Case for Home
Use

out system.

On draught at all bars
Case Orders Promptly
Filled
.

The Dayton Breweries Co.
DAYTON, OHIO

Bell Phone 413

Home Phone 2413

The Weakley and Worman Co.,
Wholesale Grocers

DAYTON

440 E. Third St.

16 S. Wayne Ave
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a year’s subscription to _Benziger’s
Magazine, the Popular
Catholic
Family Monthly, at the regular price, of
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Total for books and magazine,
$3.00. Books and magazine may be sent
to different addresses.
THE CIRCUS-RIDER’S DAUGHTER
By F. v. BRACKEL

CONNOR D’ARCY’S STRUGGLES
By M. W. BERTHOLDS

21S.MAIN ST.
High Grade Footwear

$3, $4, and $5
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MISS ERIN
By M. E. FRANCIS
These books are three of our most
popular novels, and may be classed as
They are published in unistandard.
form style, in green and, light brown
cloth, with decorative design and title
in brown.
They make a very attractive set

Diamonds and
FOR FLAVORING
ICE CREAMS.

Fine Jewelry

PUDDINGS,
CAKE. &C,

PREPARED
AND GUARANTEED
BY THE

Roya. Remepy
& ExtracrCa

DAYTON,O.
UNDER THE FOOD AND
OrRvVGS act

JUNE 30,1906,
U.S. SERIAL NO.

Repairing of all kinds our
specialty

17 E.Fifth St.
For good results place your ads
in THE EXPONENT.
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DAYTON, OHIO.

Cie OF LEER BRIN ERB OS
ESTABLISHED IN

1834 AS THE UNITED BRETHREN PUBLISHING HOUSE.

The Olt Brewing Co.

Olt’s “Cream Ale’’
Has Gained Public Favor on account of its
SUPERB TONIC PROPERTIES

“Superba Beer’’
The MALT BEVERAGE of Exceptional Quality—
Once Used, Always Desired
Phones:

Home 2164, and 2174

Bell 860

A GOOD WORD
Is heard on every side about our

SEPIA PLATINUM PORTRAITS

The Bowersox Studio

137 Canby Bldg.

ROAST BEEF

CHOICE CUTS OF

Many people say they are hard to find. Hard to find if
you don’t know, easy if you do. To make it easy, note
the address below when in search of tender juicy altogether satisfying cuts of beef for roasts and steaks.

O’Brien Brothers
161, 162, 163, 164, 165 Arcade Market

(Auto Delivery)

EAT

Laurel Butter Crackers
BEST ON EARTH

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

The Dayton Biscuit Company
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

Ferneding’s Fashionable Footwear
Headquarters for

Shoes, Oxfords, Pumps

“Clways the Latest”

“CAlways the Lowest”

Ferneding’s Shoe Store
=

40 EAST ‘THIRD STREET

FOR BEST RESULTS
PATRONIZE The Union Station Transfer. When going away remember that
you can save yourself a lot of annoyance at the railway station by having
your baggage checked at your home to destination; or, if you prefer, can check

your baggage by special delivery check from your house to the house youare going
to in any of the large cities.
First, purchase your railway ticket, then telephone your order for the baggage
wagon: Bell 48, Home 2243. My patrons can obtain reliable information at all
times regarding the arrival and departure of trains: rates of fare and connections,
sleeping car reservations can be made after 6:00 P. M.
I have up-to-date carriage equipment for all purposes, and have just added some
fine new coaches and station wagons; my whole outfit is provided with white
linen linings for special use at weddings and parties. When you are in need of
funeral coaches, please bear in mind and tell your friends that I furnish
the cleanestand best. Then why not have thebest, when it cost no more.

You areinvited to inspect my barn and equipment, corner Fifth and Wilkinson
Streets, and your attention is especially called to the sanitary conditions.
W. F. STARK, Proprietor

JOHN I. ZINK
WHOLESALE MEAT

Restaurant and Hotel Supply a Specialty.

159 to 160 Arcade Market.

Retail stand, 21 Central Market.
Phones—Bell 3775.

Home 5775.

DAYTON, OHIO

THE DURST MILLING COMPANY
Manufacturers of

Durst Best, Lofa Life, Old Glory,
White Lily and Blue Bell Flours
You get the yield and a better loaf of Bread, Ciscuits or Cakes, and can buy

them all at your grocer at the right price.
Guaranteed under the Pure Food and Drug Act, June 30, 1% 6.
Registered, U.S. Patent Office.

Telephone Pell 745

Serial No. 23020

Telephone

Home 2745

Hope you had a Merry Xmas.

Now let’s get down to business.

THE F. A. REQUARTH COMPANY
Lumber and Mill Work

Monument Ave. and Sears St.

1873 Hollencamp’s 1912———
Be Sure to attend

OUR BIG. JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
OF WINTER GOODS

When money talks---People cten:
Now think of you saving 35 to 100 per cent. on your
Purchase of Men and Boys Overcoats, Suits, Trousers,
Underwear, Gloves, Caps, Sweaters, Cardigan Jackets

and Furnishing Goods at less than the cost of production.

Come and be convinced.

~ HOLLENCAMP’S

Jetfersan-and Market-Ste.

The Dayton Peerless Laundry Co.
117 EAST SECOND STREET
Bell Phone Main 4721

Home Phone 4211

THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS CO.
PORK AND BEEF PACKERS
and
Curers of the celebrated CROWN and GEM CITY STAR Hams
Breakfast Bacon
MAKERS OF THE CROWN PURE LEAF LARD
305 Home 2306
es—Bell
Packing House Telephones —Bell 1388 Home 3953. Store Telephon

To Put on Water Paints and Wall Coatings
Right— Use a Dayton Sprayer
and WhiteWasher.

.

.

;

Does in 4 minates

what

a

brush will do
in 60.

Climax Style

$10.50
Sent on
Approval

Catalogue on
Application.

McCORMICK MFG. CO.,
Dept. K. Dayton, Ohio

Groceries For Institutions.
We are the largest jobbers of Pure Gro
ceries, direct importers of high-grade teas
coffees, spices—packed especially for In
stitutions and the Clergy in the U. S. A
Send for Holly Journal, a complete price
list, corrected to date. Itis yours for the
asking. FREE.
Joseph F. Kelley,
McNeil & Higgins Co.,
Wholesale Grocer
3 to 15 State St., Chicgo

Decker BottliCo,
ng
Bottlers of

GINGER ALE, SELTZER
Mineral Waters, Etc.
| 125 Vallev Street,
Dayton, O.

THE WILL HALL FLEGRIG 60.
THE LEONARD

G. W. TISCHER,
HARDWARE
34 N. Main St.
DAYTON, OHIO

Supplies and
Construction

118 W. 4th St.

DAYTON, O.

Home Phone 4328

Bell Phone 1018

SHAPLAND'’S
sacacecacanmad
Absolutely no Germs or Microbes exists after our
Cleaning and Pressing Process.
No Scorching or Shrinking. Goods called for and
delivered.

“THE HOFF-MAN”

A LETTER FROM A PROMINENT DAYTON
CITIZEN

FREY BROS.
Wholesale Dealers in

CHEESE
228-230 Bainbridge St.
Home Phone 3227

y ais
75c.

The Gebhart-Wuichet

Lumber Company
Lumber and Mill Work
LONG AND LARGE TIMBERS A SPECIALTY

All Druggists

Dayton, O., Aug. 26, 1911
The W. G. D.Co.,
Dayton, Ohio:
Gentlemen—It gives me
great pleasure to inform
you that I have been using
your
Buckeye Natural
Mineral water with most
satisfactory results.
I
have been troubled with
constipation and rheumatism for a number of years,
and have been benefited
more through the use of
your ‘“‘Buckye’” water than
anything
I have ever taken.
I can certainly recommend
it for ailments of this
nature. Yours very truly.
D, A. HOFFMAN.
With Heller
& Bundenthal
Insurance Agents

Bell Phone Main 33
Home Phone 3333

CHAS. W. SCHAEFFER
Gro. H. GENGNAGEL

Schaeffer & Gengnagel
Jobbers and Retailers of

Coal, Sewer Pipe, Building Material
Portland and Hydraulic Cement.
DAYTON

812 to $28 East First St.

Wayne Ave. and Railroad.

DAYTON OH10,

Bell Phone Main 222

Home Phone 6677

Immense

Eusiness

The Globe Electric Company

concerns

through-

Distributors of

out the country are
standardizing with

igh Grade Electrical Material

the

Rubber Covered Wires and Cabies
Conduitan Condulets
Galvanized Wire and Strand
Edison Lamps

Holophine Glassware

General Electric Mctors and Generators

Ccitumbia Batteries
Office and Sales Building

125 E. Third St.,

Dayton, Ohio

L. C. SMITH
& BROS. Typewriter
Because juries of mechanical experts have
declared it superior to all competitors
Send for our ‘‘DuPont’’ Booklet.

L. C. Smith & Bros.

614 U. B. Bldg.,

ypewriter Co.
Dayton, Ohio

Be sure and ask for

DAYTON ICE CREAM

The John T. Barlow Co.

--Absolutely Pure and Wholosome--

Wholesale
Manufactured by

Dayton Ice Cream
and Dairy Co.
Perfection

Butter

is

the

Telephone Bell 1681

Dry Goods and Notions
Best.

Home 3681

The Keogh & Rike
PAPER CO.
Dealer in all kinds of Paper. Consisting of Wrapping Paper, Twines, Bags,
Oyster and Ice Cream Pails and Printer’s Supplies.
506 E. Third St.

Dayton, Ohio

DAYTON, OHIO

$5 and 37 N. Main St.

Buckeye Barbers
Supply Company
Is the place to buy Razors, Strops,
Hair Tonics, Toilet Waters, Perfumes, Pocket Knives, Shears, Pe
Brushes, Combs, Ete. . CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

214 EAST THIRD STREET,
Opp. Public Library.

Wood SHERER GO,

J. F. Schneider
J.S. McIntire

C. P. Althoff
E. M. McIntire

Fresco artists and
Interior Decorators

J. K. McIntire and Co.
Wholesale Grocers

25 Per:.ae Street.

DAYTON, OHIO

116 N. Main St.,

DAYTON, OHIO

The Cahier Ach & Canby
Company’s

Battleship Coffee
GRADES AT 25, 30, 35c, 40c. PER POUND
Guaranteed Finest Obtainable for the Price

THE CANBY ACH & CANBY
COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO
Kindly mention THH tXPONENT when ealling on Advertisers.

Home 8828

Bell 888

THE P.M. HARMAN CO.,
Furnishers and Decorators

McDermont & Clemens
FINE PLUMBING

Broomell’s Vapor System of

ing

a Specialty—For

Wall Papers,

|

Fabrics for Walls.

Heat- |

Etc.

Schools and Churches.

Relief

Bell Phone, 381.

Home Phone,

2381

30 and 32 N. Main Street

UNDERWOOD
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219 E. Fifth St, DAYTON, O.
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Pasteurized Milk, Cream, Butter and Ice Cream

|

Butter Company

DAYTON, 0O

S

Our BAe

Tinting,

All kinds of Floor Cover-

ings, Window Shades, House Furnishings,

Residences,

28 N. Jefferson Street

Frescoing,

|

REVOLVING DUPLICATOR

Simplest and the Best.

| Underwood Typewriter Co.
3 Park Flace, N. Y.

O'NEILL & CO. The Patterson Tool & Supply
company.
18 Faubourg Poissoniere, Paris.

—Importers

and

Wholesale Dealers in—

Church, Community and Institution
Goods, Black Serges, Worsteds, Di-

agonals, Habit Cloths, Drap’de’ete
for Cassocks, etc., :
112 to 118 Nok Chak. Sink:

|

| 127 East Third Street
| Mechanics’ tools of every description.
| Tron and Wood Working Machinery.

| Factory supplies for all classes of

|

Manufacturing.

Baltimore. Md.

Sole Agent Knox Made Hats |
“Knox,” $d

“Roxford,’’ $4

‘*Beacon,’”’ $3

Stetsons $4 and $5.

Herman Soehner,

“‘Young’s’”’ N. Y. made, $2
Sole Agent

UTZINGER,
Hatter,

Furnisher,

West Fifth

Tailor,

Shirtmaker.

Garland Stoves
|

Opp. Post Office | Roofing and Spouting
112 S. Jefferson St.

General Jobbing
Dayton, Ohio

Ask your dealer for

aa
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>>ee

THE

|_STOMPS - BURKHARDT

COMPANY’S

| Line of Roman, Hall, Suite and Dining
Chairs; also Odd Pieces and Rockers.

|

| For sale at all Furniture Stores.

W. L. Adamson. Co.| Old Reliable S. M. I. Boys Buy
ADAM DEGER’S

Wholesale Grocers

Cakes and
Confections

_Distributors of Quality Goods |

“OLNY”’

Brand Canned Goods. |
HANTS Quality Fruits

CRUISHANKS Pickles and Con- |
diments
| Brown St. and Union Ave.
Heads I Win
There’s a Reason--

(

=)

I sell the best hats--Because I Sell
the Most

a $3.00 HAT FOR $2.00.
Paying More is Over-paying

$2. BILL CODY
Four Stores
Bell Phone 382

SAVES

MONEY.

“WHIZ” isn’t wasteful like scouring
powders or brick preparations.
Premium coupon in can. All dealers, 10c.

SS

d,

5-7 Arcade
Home Phone 2312

H. P. McGrath,

Bails Bread

Practical Plumber

And Confectionery are used

Natural and Artificial Gas Fitting, Water

by the S. M. I. Four

and Sewer Connections, Steam: and Hot
Water Heating

218 E. Third St.
Dayton

OPPOSITE
LIBRARY

Ohio

Hundred.
This should be a sufficient
recommendation.
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John C. pherherd:| Albert Pretzinger
Architect

920 Reibold Building

1125-28 1138-39 Reibold Building

OPTICIAN
“DEFECTS OF SIGHT

|

CORRECTED BY LENSES” |
Tel. Home 3747 |

Tel. Bell 1598

Photographer |

20-22 East Third Street

DAYTON, OHIO
Telephones:
Bell 1439 Main

Home 4839

Edward T. Hall
Abstractor of Titles

Commercial Building

In the hour of your bereavement |
remember

LEO. F. WALTER,
Successor to Michael Walter

and Call
Bell Phone 625

BOW MAN
DENTIST

Home Phone 2625

Modern in every Respect

Phone East 485
Phone Main 2485

129-131 Franklin St.

Room i) Davies Bldg.

Res. Phone Home 4142

W.S. McConnaughy

Cor. Main and 4th Sts

John C. Shea:

McConnaughy & Shea

Ben Westbrock
UNDERTAKER
718 Wayne Avenue, DAYTON, O.

AITORNEY >¢AT
FAWpe
Reibold Bldg.

DAYTON, 0.

Basket Ball Foot Ball
Pennants, Shoes, Suits.

Yes, Everything.

_ SPECIALTY

Niehaus & Dohse#™Niehaus & Dohse
Sporting Goods

35 E. 5th. St.

Sporting Goods

35 E. 5th. St.

32 S. Jefferson Street

Fgh Class College Photos
Special Rates to Students.....

Our Line of

Sporting Goods
WILL BE FOUND AT ST. MARY’S
INSTITUTE
No Better Goods Made. Send for Catalog

The Draper & Maynard Co.
PLYMOUTH, N. H.

Large Numbers of St.

The

Mary’s

Graduates

Are

Also

Graduates

of

Miami Commercial College
A.

D.

WILT,

President

@ Many of them are prominent in Business andin the Legal and other Professions in Dayton and
elsewhere, doing great honor to both institutions.

A number are now with us.

@ The training of the MIAMI is broad and thorough and large numbers of its graduates annually
take fine business positions.

Nearly 600 Places Opened to Them in 1910
@

The College is open all the year and students may enter at any time and

payments.

make easy monthly

Us

“Let s Get Tigethes”

YOUNG MEN
This store makes a specialty
of catering to your needs.
By providing liberal assortments of the newest and hest
fabrics suitable for young men’s
wear—

Made up in suits and overcoats that are authoritative’ in
style and moderate in price.
English models — American
models.
All tailored to order for us
in New York City and Rochester by the most skilled of
American workmen.
Young men's suits, $15, $18,
$20, $22, $25 and upwards.
Boys’ long trousers suits, $10

to $25.
Boys’ short trousers suits, $5
to $15.
Values tell why our Smart
Clothes sell so well.

THE GRAVES & MEADE
COMPANY
WILSON & DEPEW
- - - PROPRIETORS
First

The

Take

Balcony

Arcade

Elevator

We have devoted considerable space in regard to adver-

tising in these columns, and
have tried to show you how we
would give you 100 cents’
worth of good, clean advertising for every $1.00 spent. Now
let's put our heads together and
figure out a systematic plan to

place your goods before an intelligent class of readers—and
you will surely see that we will
get results for you.
We will
give you our services gratis
when

it

comes

to

preparing

copy, and will offer suggestions
from time to time on how to
improve your ads. Our space

does not cost a great deal, and
is not figured on an “agate
line” basis like most magazines.
Let us figure with you on the

cost of a page for the remainder
of 1912, and remember our
advice will not cost one cent.

THE EXPONENT
St. Mary’s Institute

DAYTON

OHIO

The above cut shows our beautiful Confectionery in the Arcade. Thisis the only first-class Confectionery in the city. Here you can get nothing but the best. Our Ice Cream, of all flavors, Ices,
Fancy Sundaes, the Delicious Chocolatesand Bon Bons have no equal. Weserve Hot Drinks in
cold weather. Everything we sell is manufactured by us. Our aim is to treat all our customers
cordially and to please them in every way.

Politz Brothers, A282E Mate Street Farrance
1

e

es

2

&

The Tiffin Manufacturing Company
Manufacturers of

Church

Furniture

Pews, Pulpits, Confessionals, Prie Dieus, Vestment Cases and Bap-

Altars, Altar Railings,
Station Frames, Pedestals, etc.

tismals.
From

Architect’s

Sketches and

Tiffin,

or

Original

Designs.

Estimates Furnished
Application.

on

Ohio

Kindly mention THE EXPONENT wher calling on Advertisers.

q

If pupils learn to think one

thing and do one thing, their
work is better than it can be
with divided attention.

q

The Smith Premier key-

board, with a key for every
character, and the keys arranged
in straight lines, brings this re:

sult---making the new model 10

Dayton, Ohio, B

Se

ee

es

h Offi

iS

Smith Premier the logical type. 4. N. Jefferson Street

writer for commercial

schools.

Phones:

Bell 391, Home 2391

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co, Ine.
Factory, Syracuse, New Y

A. JANSZEN & CO.
Wholesale
Grocers
S. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets.

101 to 117 East Second Street.

:

°

°

°

Cincinnati, Ohio

PHONES—Main 830, Main 832, Main 833, Main 834, Main 835.

Kindly mention THE EXPONENT when calling on Advertisers.

The CAPPEL FURNITURE GO.
HOME FURNISHINGS

FURNITURE
CARPETS

STOVES

LINOLEUM

Those who seek newer ideas, choice patterns or a greater degree of exclusive
designs, will do well to inspect our immense line of House Furnishings always
on display at prices lower than others dare to ask.

215-221 S. Main Street
South of Post office

121, 123, 125 East Fifth Street
Largest in Ohio

Bell Phone, Main 308
Home 2308

Pioneer Credit House

KEEN KUTTER
TOOLS AND CUTLERY

MONARCH PAINT
(100% Pure)

Our Guarantee

:

We guarantee MONARCH PAINT, except a few dark shades that
cannot be prepared from our lead and zinc alone, to be 100% Pure White
Lead—Pure Oxide of Zinc, Pure Linseed Oil, Pure Colors and Turpentine
Dryer, and to be entirely free from adulteration or substitution and sold subject
to chemical analysis.

YOUR PROTECTION

The Dayton Paint and Hardware Supply Co.
Harry Rott, Pres.

Wm. Hautt, ist Vice.Pres.

Chas. Wollenhaupt, Treas.

Fred Lauterbach, Sec’y.

Martin Zehring, 2d Vice-Pres.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE, PAINTS ANDSEEDS
CORNER FIFTH AND JACKSON STREETS

